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ABSTRACT
The Dynamics of Online Shaming:
A Sociological Study of Hong Kong’s Virtual World
by
YIP Yui Fung
Master of Philosophy

This research studies the “dynamics” of online shaming in the context of Hong Kong
society. The term “online shaming” is generally understood to refer to a form of
stigmatization, in which people try to condemn “alleged-deviants”. By introducing
Erving Goffman’s and Randall Collins’s discussions on the Interaction Ritual,
this research offers a sociological explanation for the phenomenon of online shaming,
and the interaction mechanism behind it. In particular, I argue that online shaming
is not only a practice of condemning “deviant” actors as it has been usually
conceptualized. Rather, it is a dynamic interactive process that revolves around
different types of actors and modes of participation (e.g. deliberately shame or
defend a person, intentionally withdraw from a shaming event, etc), which is a
crucial aspect of online shaming that previous research has yet to address.
Fundamentally, I propose to distinguish three forms of online shaming, namely
Behavioral Labelling, Publification, and Unmasking. What is of no less importance
is the fact that there is an emotional-energy-like force that drives netizens to engage
in or disengage from online shaming events, which I call “the sense of companions”.
Such a diversity of elements, I argue, define some of the major patterns of online
interaction among Hong Kong netizens nowadays.
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1.1 Introduction

Online shaming is an internet practice in which individuals publicly condemn a person
for being socially deviant, norm-violating or transgressive (Cheung 2014; Skoric et al.
2010). In Hong Kong, the issue of online shaming is also known as “online judging”
or falls under the label of “internet public trials”. But for the sake of discussion, I use
the term online shaming in this research to refer to the aforementioned practice since
such a term has been more commonly adopted in English usage.

The phenomenon of online shaming is controversial in Hong Kong. On 29 April 2006,
a video concerning a dispute between two passengers on a bus was uploaded to
YouTube and triggered heated discussion. Roger Chan, the protagonist who acted
emotionally and offensively towards a young man in the video, was doxed, teased,
heavily criticized and labeled as “Bus Uncle” by online critics or “netizens” (Detel
2013; Yeo 2016). This incident is believed to mark the beginning of the online shaming
phenomenon in Hong Kong. Further, a large amount of attention has been directed
towards cases of deviant actors on public transport such as people eating on trains,
arguments over the use of priority seats and the like. Generally speaking, the
commonality of every online shaming event is the existence of at least an allegeddeviant individual (the shamed) and a group of norm-enforcers or “judges” (shamers).

Hong Kong’s “collectivistic” culture doubtless contributes to online shaming.
According to Kam and Bond (2009), Hong Kong people are more likely to follow
norms during social interaction. Norm transgression, in such a sense, may possibly
lead to norm followers’ collective rejection and blame. In other words, to a certain
extent, online shaming in Hong Kong can be considered as a way of punishing norm
2

violators and restoring the order of interpersonal interaction. However, Kam and
Bond’s (2009) research only partially and indirectly explains online shaming. Rigorous
research that directly studies the subject matter of online shaming in Hong Kong has
been lacking. At the same time, demand for such research is growing. Recently, various
parties including political parties and non-governmental organizations have started to
recognize the pressing need of studying such an issue (Liberal Party 2014; HKFYG
2010). In addition, the Government of Hong Kong and some Asian researchers are also
considering the feasibility of introducing regulations for netizens’ online behaviors
including online shaming (PCPD 2014; Skoric et al. 2010). Notwithstanding its
contemporary significance, very few studies have attempted to explain the reasons why
and the ways in which netizens participate in online shaming events, not to mention
the variety of ways that online shaming is manifested.

More specifically, one key question has yet to be addressed – why shaming online? If
we consider that Hong Kong people are as collectivistic and responsive to struggles as
Kam and Bond (2009) suggest, why does face-to-face shaming appear to be less
prominent than online shaming in Hong Kong? To put it another way, why do people
appear to participate in online shaming more actively than in face-to-face shaming?
Undoubtedly, online shaming is about the condemnation of a “deviant” actor or
“wrongdoer”. But many of the shaming events, including those outside Hong Kong,
are multi-dimensional in the sense that they occur simultaneously in different forms
(i.e. satire, parodies, commentaries, doxing, etc) and in various online spaces (i.e.
discussion forums, social networking sites such as Facebook, broadcasting channels
such as YouTube). In other words, online shaming is more than a practice of
condemnation; it is also the accumulation of different forms of online interaction. It is
the task of this thesis to shed light on the online interaction order and to go beyond
3

broad generalities. I attempt, instead a more detailed and theoretically-powerful
explanation of online interactional practice than has been offered hitherto.

Since Durkheim’s time, and even more since the writings of Erving Goffman, the
dynamics of social interaction have been a major focus of sociological research. But
with the emergence of technologies such as the internet, patterns of interaction have
become more complex and diverse than they were when studied by the sociological
pioneers. My research allows us to test older models for their applicability to modern
technologies. For example, to Goffman, individual face-to-face shaming confronts a
major hurdle: it is likely to impede further interaction between the actors. However,
the widespread phenomenon of online shaming differs markedly from Goffman’s
conception. Online shaming involves a wide variety of interactions between netizens
such as co-operation between shamers in condemning the shamed. Accordingly, we
might ask why the internet serves as a better platform for participating in such
interaction than face-to-face behavior? Does the internet actually encourage polarizing
behavior? Is there a “ritual order” regulating online interaction and, if so, what is it?

With the above questions in mind, this research aims to capture the meanings of online
shaming and discuss its dynamic nature. My objectives are 1) to offer a clear picture
of what online shaming consists in, 2) to clarify how people participate in, and the
major reasons why they participate in, online shaming events, and 3) to explain
people’s more general ways of online interaction in Hong Kong. All in all, this research
intersects the study of sociological theory, social interaction and the sociology of the
internet. In the following sections, I, first, outline the current situation of online
shaming in the world and especially in Hong Kong; second, describe my research
questions; and, finally, provide an overview of the chapters.
4

1.2 Contextual Background

Public attention has been drawn to the issue of online shaming since the beginning of
the 21st century when the internet became more accessible and popular in society
(Cheung 2014; De Vries 2015). Moreover, the growing sophistication of smartphones
expands exponentially the options of public exposure. An individual’s “deviant”
behaviors or “misdoings” can be easily captured (i.e. through photographs, videotapes,
or text descriptions, etc.) and uploaded to the internet. Such easy accessibility to the
internet enables people to remotely identify a “deviant” individual in any part of
society. Online shaming is one result.

The past decade has witnessed a considerable number of prominent online shaming
cases worldwide. In the United Kingdom, a Facebook group titled “Women Who Eat
On the Tube” was created for netizens to upload photos and videos capturing women
who eat on the underground train in London (Cheung 2014). This was done with the
purpose of denouncing and humiliating people whose behaviors the group members
regard as deviant or norm-violating. Whether eating should be banned on the Tube is
still a matter of debate. However, shaming the “train eaters” online at least conveys to
outsiders the impression that the shamed individual is de facto a wrongdoer.

In the United States, Justine Sacco, a communications executive at IAC (an American
holding company), left a tweet before her flight to South Africa took off, saying “Going
to Africa. Hope I don’t get AIDS. Just kidding. I’m white!” (Laidlaw 2016:3). A South
African herself, Sacco claimed later that she had intended only to “mimic—and mock
what an actual racist, ignorant person would say” (Luttrell and Ward 2018:97).
However, her seemingly-racist tweet was widely retweeted and consequently became
5

a hot Twitter topic that received a large number of angry criticisms. As a result, Sacco
was fired by the IAC owing to the public condemnation her tweet had triggered. Such
is the speed of internet communication that all these retributions occurred during her
flight to South Africa. Only when she landed in South Africa did Sacco become aware
of her fate.

Another example is drawn from mainland China. A Heilongjiang woman killed a kitten
by her high-heeled shoes and the whole killing process was videotaped by one of her
acquaintances. The video was soon exposed and the woman was publicly shamed on
the internet and was labeled as the “Kitten Killer” (De Vries 2005). Such an incident
was later taken up by the local government and the woman was dismissed from her
job and asked to write a letter of apology to the general public (Shanghai Daily 2006).

Hong Kong is no exception to the spread of online shaming. In 2013, for example, a
video capturing a young woman slapping her boyfriend fourteen times on the street
was uploaded to YouTube (South China Morning Post 2013). The video circulated
around discussion forums and social media in Hong Kong and the woman was satirized
and heavily criticized by netizens. This was later known as the “14-Slaps Hong Kong
Girl” Incident. Apart from this, and in a similar way to the U.K. case reported above,
some online spaces were created to encourage netizens to report worth-shaming
incidents in Hong Kong. One such space is the Facebook group “Hong Kong Public
Trial Alliance”.

Online shaming has thus become a common occurrence across cultures. As shown in
the above examples, a picture or a video can be used as the “exhibit” for an intense
internet public trial to proceed. The online world serves as a platform enabling netizens
6

to disapprove and blame a stranger easily and conveniently. In the next section, I
briefly outline three major research questions prompted by this complex activity; these
questions indicate the direction and emphasis of the thesis.

1.3 Research Questions

Conceived as qualitative research, this enquiry seeks to answer the following research
questions:

1) How is online shaming manifested in Hong Kong?
Specifically, does every online shaming event follow a similar pattern or a different
pattern? Are there variations in the shaming events?

2) How does the online world gather a group of strangers to collectively shame
someone?
Specifically, why do netizens participate in these events? What do their actions and
interactions mean to them and to others?

3) Are interaction rituals adopted in online interaction (online shaming in particular)?
The last question aims to investigate whether face-to-face interactional constraints still
exist online. For example, is the concept of face valid in online interaction or is there
any other alternative to it available?

All in all, the above questions are related to each other and are addressed in different
stages. We begin by looking at the forms and meanings of online shaming events in
7

Hong Kong. We proceed to determine how netizens act in these events and the reasons
for doing so. Finally, we show how Hong Kong people decide which ways they will
interact with others online.

1.4 Thesis Overview

The thesis is composed of seven themed chapters. Chapter 2 is the literature review; it
conceptualizes the meanings of online shaming by reviewing relevant literature in
three areas: 1) the emotion of shame, 2) shaming-like practices, and 3) online shaming
and online interaction. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical framework that guides the
study, namely the Interaction Rituals framework. In Chapter 4, I explain the
methodology employed.

Both Chapters 5 and 6 discuss the most significant qualitative findings. The former
summarizes the principal findings of documentary research. It depicts the development
of two selected online shaming cases in Hong Kong, and gives a thorough analysis of
the patterns and characteristics of online shaming practices. The latter draws together
the key interview findings, focusing on examining the ways in which people act and
interact in online shaming events, and the rationales guiding their choices. The final
chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing all the major findings. It also notes
potential limitations, gives recommendations for future research, and explains the
empirical, theoretical and social significance of this thesis.
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2.1 Introduction

This literature review chapter is divided into three major sections and one concluding
section. The three major sections are 1) Shame and Social Control, 2) Shaming-Like
Practices and Conflict-Handling Approaches, and 3) Online Shaming.

Section 2.2 reviews how the emotion of shame relates to the practice of shaming. Being
a salient dimension of the social word, shame appears to have a close relationship with
shaming. In this regard, it is necessary to study what shame actually refers to. This
section surveys how shame has been defined. It then highlights how emotions such as
shame may be used as a means of social control. Lastly, it tries to connect such an
emotion to the practice of shaming by suggesting that imposing shame on someone is
not the only end of shaming.

Section 2.3 consists of two parts: 1) Shaming in History, and 2) Conflicts and Moral
Cultures. First, Section 2.3.1 describes historical shaming-like practices. It compares
denunciation with public shaming, and shows that both of them can be considered as
a form of degradation ceremony. The sub-sections that follow differentiate two types
of shaming, namely re-integrative shaming and stigmatized shaming, and then
delineate the history of both denunciation and public shaming. Secondly, Section 2.3.2
looks at theories that explain why conflict occurs. It introduces three specific moral
cultures that handle conflicts in different ways a) honor culture, b) dignity culture, and
c) victimhood culture. This section also compares online shaming with victimhood
culture, and one of its practices of handling conflicts called micro-aggression
complaints.
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Section 2.4 deals with the topic of online shaming. It starts by offering a brief overview
of the various definitions of online shaming and summarizes the characteristics of such
a practice. It then discusses the nature of online shaming, notably 1) online shaming
as a functional, norm-enforcing and emotional practice, and 2) the procedures and
phases involved in the process of online shaming. Finally, it surveys the general
circumstances that lead to the occurrence of the online shaming phenomenon, such as
the interdependent and anonymous nature of the online shaming participants. This
section ends by differentiating two specific forms of online interactions, namely the
synchronous and asynchronous forms of computer-mediated communications.

The last section (Section 2.5) distills the key ideas of the previous sections. Basically,
it connects shame, social control and degradation ceremony to online shaming. It
suggests that there are three aspects of visibility in online shaming, 1) low visibility of
shame, 2) high visibility of shaming materials, and 3) invisibility of online interactants.
Online shaming is both a means and an end: punishment of a “deviant” individual that
aims to condemn norm-violators and enhance social conformity.

11

2.2 Shame and Social Control

2.2.1 An Overview of the Definitions of Shame
The emotion of shame has been widely conceptualized (Chase and Walker 2012; Elster
2007; Lewis 1971; Lewis 1992; Tangney et al. 1996). Basically, the major elements
that construct shame are 1) the negative evaluation of the self by the self, 2) the
existence of an objectionable self or a self that is a threat to the social bond, and 3)
audience disapproval of a self. While the first component emphasizes that shame is a
matter of self-evaluation, the last component stresses that shame is a reaction to the
disapproval of self by others. In addition, the second component highlights one basis
of all kinds of shame – whether one acts inappropriately, misbehaves, or even wrongs
others; or is thought to do so.

Shame, generally categorized as a kind of self-conscious emotion, is the feeling of
discomfort and powerlessness that originates from the negative evaluation of one’s
image (Lewis 1992; Zahavi 2012). According to H. B. Lewis (1971 as cited in Tangney
et al. 1996:1257), “the experience of shame is directly about the self, which is the focus
of evaluation”. In this regard, shame may be caused by the negative self-evaluation
that one fails to live up to “one’s own aspiration” or behaves in an “objectionable”
manner (Chase and Walker 2012:739-740; Tangney et al. 1996:1257).

The second component of shame suggests that the ashamed person is alleged to have
threatened social norms in some ways. Generally speaking, a person will not feel
ashamed without any objectionable behavior or characteristic. For example, Scheff
(2000; 2003:255) describes shame as a cluster of “emotions …that originate in threats
to the social bond”. Norms may be considered as the social standards that help to
12

prevent the social bond from being infringed. The violation of such standards may
possibly lead to sanctions (Lewis 1992; Elster 2007). As a result, violators may
experience shame when they offend a certain norm.

Finally, shame can also be “a direct response to criticism or disapproval by others”
(Harris 2006:331). Unlike the first component which focuses on one’s spontaneous
assessment of oneself, this kind of shame emphasizes the indispensable role of the
audience. Normally, this type of shame involves “self-exposure”, which refers to the
social exposure of one’s “objectionable self” in an objectionable behavior (Zahavi
2012). In terms of the trigger of shame, whether the audience expresses discontent with
the individual is more significant than whether he really is a wrongdoer. Hypothetically
speaking, if an individual spontaneously feels ashamed of himself without any
involvement of other people, this does not relate to the shaming practice at all. In this
research, however, I will focus on the kind of shame that is constructed with the
participation of others’ awareness.

2.2.2 Towards a Definition of Shame: an Internal and a Social Emotion
Shame can be considered as both an internal and social emotion. Scheff (2014:116)
states that shame is “first of all a biological response in the body”. To put it another
way, the experience of shame is an internal matter; only the ashamed knows whether
he is really ashamed or not. And shame can be hidden. This is theorized in the concept
of bypassed shame. As Scheff (2014:116) remarks, “a person may feel upset for a few
seconds, but quickly distract himself/herself by thinking about or doing something else
immediately”.
13

In addition, shame is a social1 emotion since it is triggered by 1) “threats to the social
bond”, and by 2) the “negative evaluation of self by others” and “viewing one’s self
from the standpoint of others” (Scheff 1990:3). An individual will be negatively
evaluated either by himself or by others if he does not meet social standards. Shame is
usually triggered by “a disapproving audience” (Tangney et al. 1996). This concept
corresponds to the aforementioned idea that one feels ashamed because of the social
exposure of an objectionable self. On the one hand, the audience can directly criticize
an individual and thereby make him ashamed. On the other hand, the audience can
make the individual feels inferior for not conforming to the social bond.

Scheff (2000:96; 2003:255) describes shame as a “large family of emotions including
embarrassment, guilt, humiliation, and related feelings such as shyness that originate
in threats to the social bond”. This broad definition is one followed in my research.
Shame is defined here as the negative signal (or the “feeling of inferiority” [Adler
1956 as cited in Scheff 1990:88]) that arises from others’ disapproval of a self who is
believed to deviate from the norms of a particular group. In short, the construction of
shame depends on the way the individual perceives himself, how others perceive the
individual, and whether the individual has conformed to the “social bond” by
following social norms.

2.2.3 Connecting Shame to Shaming: Shame as Social Control
Various studies have shown that emotions including shame can serve as a means of

1

The term “social” is used in its broadest sense to refer to any relationship that an individual forms

with others, ranging from others’ attention to that individual to their active interaction with that
individual.
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social control (Arneson 2007; Harris 2006; Hou et al. 2017; Scheff 2003). For instance,
Scheff (1988:397) identifies the “deference-emotion system” to explain how shame
helps to maintain the social bond. Basically, it presupposes the existence of two major
contrasting emotions that people may experience when interacting with others, namely
pride and shame. These two emotions represent reward for conformity and punishment
for nonconformity respectively. As Scheff (2014:116) explains, “pride signals a secure
bond (connectedness), shame a threatened one (disconnect)”. For example, if one’s
action leads to or strengthens social conformity, one will be treated with deference or
rewarded. Conversely, when one fails to conform to or even threatens the normative
order, one will receive negative attention, criticism, or punishment. Punishment is
imposed to balance the “equilibrium of norms” broken by a violator (Elster 2007).
Anticipating the potential consequences of a norm-violating behavior is an “imagined
reaction” (Thoits 1989:328). It encourages compliance.

Elster (2007) argues that, in general, people will not publicly violate norms because
their behaviors may be observed by others. But if their misbehaviors are exposed,
certain consequences will follow. Elster (2007:356) states that “flaunting one’s
violation of social norms is likely to trigger anger rather than contempt because it tells
other people that one does not care about their reactions”. Anger may lead to
“associated reactions” such as punishment of the violators.

Punishment is a major topic of shaming literature. For Hou et al. (2017:19), the term
shaming refers to the “process” or the “vigilantism in which people exercise social
control when an established order is under threat from a transgression, a potential
transgression, or an imputed transgression against institutionalized norms”. Basically,
the emotion of anger motivates the audience to punish or shame a targeted individual.
15

Moreover, shaming resembles the deference-emotion system because both aim to
make the targeted individual ashamed through the expression of disapproval. For
example, according to Harris (2006:330), shaming “signals an expectation that
disapproval will result in a shame-related emotion”. Therefore, shame, shaming, and
the deference-emotion system, can all be taken as a “mechanism of enforcement
of…informal social norms” (Arneson 2007:33).

2.3 Shaming-Like Practices and Conflict-Handling Approaches

2.3.1 Shaming in History

a) Degradation Ceremony, Denunciation and Public Shaming
Prior to being “digitized”, the shaming-like practices have been taken place in different
parts of the world. Historically, the topic of shaming can be traced to the practices of
1) denunciation, and 2) public shaming.

Denunciation is usually confused with public shaming because both accuse a particular
individual of his or her wrongdoings. However, under normal circumstances, they vary
in terms of their means and objectives. By its very nature, denunciation is the practice
of accusing a particular individual of misdoings through an official channel, which
urges the authority (usually the government or the executive body) to impose sanctions
on that individual. Hence Gellately (2001:17) defines denunciation as the
“spontaneous communication from individual citizens to the state or to another
authority containing accusations of wrongdoings by other citizens or explicitly calling
16

for punishment”.

By contrast, as mentioned in the previous section2, shaming, or public shaming serves
as a vigilante that aims to inform the public (outsiders) about the misdoings of a
particular individual and condemn him or her publicly (Petley 2013b). According to
Hou et al. (2007:19), shaming is “a process by which citizens publicly and selfconsciously draw attention to the bad dispositions or actions of an offender, as a way
of punishing him or her for having those dispositions or engaging in those actions”. In
other words, denunciation markedly differs from public shaming in the sense that the
former is authority-oriented while the latter is “community”-oriented. For instance,
generally, a denouncer aims to inform the authority about the misdoings of a particular
individual. But as for public shaming, regardless of that initiated by the state or by the
citizens, the aim is to inform the general public about a wrongdoer. More
fundamentally, denunciation is a call for punishment. Public shaming, however, is a
mode of punishment in itself.

Even so, both denunciation and shaming highlight the fact that the targeted individual
is presumed guilty of misbehavior. In this sense, both practices illustrate Garfinkel’s
(1956) famous concept of degradation ceremony. According to Garfinkel (1956:420),
a degradation ceremony refers to the “communicative work” of degrading a particular
individual’s “total identity”, which in turn lowers his social status and makes him less
admirable. In exposing an individual as a wrongdoer, both denunciation and public
shaming can be categorized as a degradation ceremony. So, too, can online shaming,
as will be explained in later sections.

2

See Section 2.2.3 Connecting Shame to Shaming: Shame as Social Control
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b) Re-integrative Shaming and Stigmatized Shaming
Shaming can be performed in two contrasting ways: re-integrative and disintegrative.
According to Braithwaite (1989:55), re-integrative shaming is the “expression of
community disapproval… followed by gestures of reacceptance into the community
of law-abiding citizens”. Conversely, disintegrative shaming, also known as
“stigmatization” or “stigmatized shaming”, “divides the community by creating a class
of outcasts”.

Re-integrative shaming is, in theory, “terminated by forgiveness” and the shamed
individual brought back into the group (Harris 2006:328). As for stigmatized shaming,
it “is not respectful of the person;” the shamed individual is stigmatized by and
excluded from the group. In addition, there are few or no opportunities for that
individual to be “rehabilitated”, making it more of deterrent than re-integrative
shaming. As will be discussed later, it seems that online shaming is more like
stigmatized shaming than re-integrative shaming, for the shamers normally will not
keep track of the shamed individual to see if he apologizes for his misbehaviors and is
capable of being rehabilitated.

c) Aspects of the History of Denunciation and Public Shaming
While the historical development of public shaming is not well documented, the
history of denunciation (or public denunciation in particular) has been well studied.

In Ancient Rome, for instance, two forms of denunciation were initiated, namely
“delatores” and “censores” (Lucas 1996). First, as early Rome lacked official attorney
posts, it encouraged its citizens to serves as delatores, unofficial informers, to report
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unlawful activities directly to the state (Flint 1912). Censores, on the other hand,
worked as the official denouncers. They were responsible for monitoring the “morality
of citizens” in the Roman Republic (Lucas 1996:772).

In France, denunciation was once a means of facilitating revolution. During the French
Revolution, denunciation was reshaped into a “civil act” that helped transform the
French “tyranny to liberty and equality” (Lucas 1996:774-775). Denunciation was the
right and responsibility of French citizens to identify and accuse their enemies (i.e.
anti-revolutionists or political dissidents in the Jacobin period).

Another example is drawn from Russia. Kozlov (1996) studied denunciation cases in
the Soviet Union between 1944 and 1953. Citizens of the USSR reported crimes or
misbehavior by writing denunciation letters to the USSR People’s Commissariat of
Internal Affairs (NKVD). As Kozlov (1996:871) notes, the topics of denunciation
letters include “abuse of power, bureaucratic neglect of duties… moral breakdown,
ranging from alcoholism to marital infidelity, corruption, bribe taking, and theft of
state funds”. Such letters were encouraged by the authorities. They offered an
additional and informal means of surveillance of Soviet citizens.

Although, as mentioned, the history of public shaming has been less recorded than
denunciation, some relevant examples of public shaming are nonetheless available
(Goldman 2015; King and Myers 1977). During the Cultural Revolution (1966 – 1976)
in China, “public shame” was adopted by the Red Guards as a political tool to condemn
their “political enemies” (King and Myers 1977). One of the purposes of such a
practice was to fight against traditional Chinese values and culture (i.e. “Confucianism
which is regarded as the archaic cultural prerogative of the gentry class” [King and
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Myers 1977:21]). However, this historical event is more akin to “public humiliation”
than shaming because in China it usually involved violence against the targeted
individuals. For example, many teachers were forced to hang “wooden boards” around
their neck advertising their guilt, and were physically beaten in public. Some of them
committed suicide after being publicly “humiliated” in violent struggle sessions by
their students (Wang 2001).

And away from the East, public shaming was a popular way of punishing normviolators and law-offenders in colonial America before the prevalence of imprisonment
(Gallardo 2017; Goldman 2015). The shaming target was punished by being compelled
to “display a sign” or “write a letter” (Goldman 2015:2) confessing his offence. In
addition, colonial Americans “equated crime with sin,” so the shamed individual “not
only broke the written law but also the law of a higher power” (Goldman 2015:3). This,
made it more difficult for the shamed individual to face the members of the same
community and be reintegrated3 within it.

In America, as elsewhere, public shaming was progressively replaced by imprisonment
in the nineteenth century. Online shaming can be regarded as the successor of public
shaming, even bringing its characteristics to a new level of intensity.

3

See, for example, Stigmatized Shaming in P.18
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2.3.2 Conflicts and Moral Culture: How Shaming Begins

a) The Origins of Conflicts
Shaming, including online shaming, by its very nature, is an example of a conflicthandling practice. It is unlikely to happen if there is no conflict or controversy at all.
In order to study online shaming, it is thus necessary to ask: why do shaming materials
trigger online shaming? To put it another way, why are the behaviors of the shamed
individuals conflictual? Basically, conflict is a “clash between right and wrong,”
between estimates of the good (Black 2011:4). In other words, it is the struggle
between at least two parties to prevail in the interaction order, usually to correct a norm
violation or advance a material interest.

A powerful theory of conflict attributes it to movements of social time. According to
Black (2011:3-4), social time is “the dynamic dimension of social space,” a movement
that either increases or decreases social distance. Every movement of social time
causes a new conflict, whether the participants wish it to or not. The greater the
movement is, the more intense the conflict will be.

The movement of social time can be classified into three types: 1) relational time, 2)
vertical time, and 3) cultural time. Generally, different types of social time correspond
to different types of conflicts. For example, relational time, vertical time, and cultural
time refer, respectively, to changes of intimacy, inequality, and (cultural) diversity. As
Black (2011:6) suggests, “conflict results from over-intimacy and under-intimacy,
over-stratification and under-stratification; and overdiversity and under-diversity”.
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b) Honor Culture, Dignity Culture and Victimhood Culture: A Comparison of Moral
Cultures
Moral cultures can be classified into three modalities: 1) the culture of honor, 2) the
culture of dignity, and 3) the culture of victimhood (Campbell and Manning 2018:12).
These cultures explain how people in different historical periods address moral issues
or controversies.

The culture of honor refers to the valorization of “a kind of status attached to physical
bravery and the unwillingness to be dominated by anyone” (Campbell and Manning
2018:12-14). In terms of conflict handling, people “are sensitive to slight and handle
their conflicts aggressively”. In honor cultures, the private duel is a common way for
people to defend their honor when they aware that their image is threatened.

As to dignity culture, it concerns “the conviction that each individual at birth possesses
an intrinsic value at least theoretically equal to that of every other person” (Ayers
1984:19 as cited in Kim et al. 2010:905). To put it another way, dignity is “a status
based primarily on public opinion” (Campbell and Manning 2018:14). In a dignity
culture, people will either ignore offense, handle it in a private and peaceful way such
as compromise, or otherwise seek help from the legal system.

The last type of moral culture is what Campbell and Manning (2018) call the
victimhood culture. The authors note its rise in Western societies. In the culture of
victimhood, “individuals and groups display a high sensitivity to slight, have a
tendency to handle conflicts through complaints to authorities and other third parties,
and seek to cultivate an image of being victims who deserves assistance” (Campbell
and Manning 2018:11). In other words, people involved in conflict tend to claim that
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they have been mistreated or offended and urge the authorities to support them.
However, the nature of victimhood culture may lead to its own kind of abuse. In their
study, Campbell and Manning (2018:17;106;111) mention several forms of
“manifestations of victimhood culture” including “false accusation” and “hate crime
hoaxes”. Both types take advantage of the characteristics of the victimhood culture to
gain support from others. As the authors suggest, these practices are routinely adopted
by different political parties during elections. In victimhood culture, people involved
in conflicts treat themselves as victims of oppression, and see every offense including
those tolerable slights in dignity culture as a form of oppression and degradation.

Of the three moral cultures described above, online shaming is most similar to the
contemporary victimhood culture. Just as false accusers allege to be victimized, so
online shamers allege to have their adhered values threatened (by the targeted
individuals). Although most of the online shamers are peripheral to the shamed events,
they act as if they were directly harmed by the targeted individuals.

c) Micro-aggression Complaints and Online Shaming
Indeed, the aforementioned victimhood culture can be exemplified by the tide of
micro-aggression complaint in America. Micro-aggression refers to “the everyday
verbal, behavioral and environmental slights, snubs or insults, whether intentional or
unintentional, which communicates hostile, derogatory or negative messages to the
target persons based solely upon their marginalized group membership” (Sue et al.
2017 as cited in Sohi and Singh 2015:271). The reactions against micro-aggression,
namely “micro-aggression complaints”, are the major way of handling conflicts in
victimhood culture. Campbell and Manning (2018:40) lists three specific
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characteristics of micro-aggression complaints, namely, 1) the “public airing of
grievances” of micro-aggression victims by which they announce and denounce a
harm in public, 2) the “demonstration of injustice” as a way to elicit support from a
third party, usually an authority, to prove that the offenders are unjust and the
complainants are right, and are desperate for help, and 3) complaint about the
“domination and oppression of cultural minorities”.

As with denunciation and public shaming4, online shaming appears to resemble microaggression complaint. For instance, both practices allege wrong-doing and condemn
abuse. However, the contrasts are more striking. Micro-aggression complainants seek
support and remedy from the authorities. For example, complainants ask third parties
to establish trigger warnings, safety zones and so on (Campbell and Manning 2018).
Conversely, online shamers mainly canvass an informal audience and seek to impose
punishment by themselves without any external or third-party assistance.

2.4 Online Shaming

2.4.1 Online Shaming: An Overview of Definitions
Online shaming is an augmentation of an older practice or, as Jacquet (2016) puts it a
“new use for an old tool”. This corresponds to Gallardo (2017:725)’s description of
online shaming as “public shaming 2.0”.

To date, past studies of this phenomenon share a broadly similar approach (De Vries

4

See Section 2.3.1a) “Degradation Ceremony, Denunciation and Public Shaming”
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2014; Cheung 2014; Rowbottom 2012). For example, online shaming is defined as the
process of “exposing, judging and disseminating” photos or videos that capture a
misbehaving individual (De Vries 2014:2055). Similarly, in her article on the legality
and appropriateness of online shaming, Cheung (2014) suggests that the term refers to
a mode of victimization in which moral transgressors are exposed on the internet
through divulging their personal information and verbally attacking them. In the same
vein, Rowbottom (2012) defines online shaming as a compound processes of “naming
and shaming” that exposes the personal information of a “wrongdoer” (naming) and
judges his “misbehaviors” publicly (shaming).

Despite differences in terminology, all of the above acknowledge four significant
components of online shaming: 1) a targeted individual who is alleged to be
misbehaving, deviant or even transgressive, 2) online exposure of personal
information of the targeted individuals, 3) an online public trial of the targeted
individual, and 4) the involvement of an online audience (outsiders). Distilling this
into my own formulation I propose to define online shaming as an interactional
practice in which netizens upload materials of an individual alleged to have
misbehaved; and who encourage outsiders to publicly judge and condemn the targeted
individual on the internet. Throughout this thesis, the term online shaming will be used
to refer to the aforementioned practice.

2.4.2 The Nature of Online Shaming

a) Online Shaming in Practice: The Essential Elements
Online shaming is a process of condemning a deviant individual which consists of a
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wider variety of procedures. According to Detel (2013:82), such a process can be
divided into five significant phases: 1) “the original disclosure of the transgression”,
2) “the diffusion of the shaming material”, 3) “the formation of a cyber mob”, 4) “the
intervention of the traditional media”, and 5) “the consequences of internet scandals”
(Detel 2013:82). These five phases are common to many of the online shaming events
including those in Hong Kong. One should also consider the contents of online
shaming, i.e. netizens’ actual actions during the process of online shaming. Hou et al.
(2017:21) categorize four major online shaming actions in general, which include
“expressing anger, making abusive/negative comments, reposting the transgression
post, and following the updates of the event”.

Online shaming cases are easily popularized by the capacity of the internet to
disseminate information to the public. Basically, netizens’ online actions and behaviors
may help facilitate the diffusion of materials capturing one’s deviance behaviors in
two ways, namely “the snowball principle” and “the self-energising mechanism”
(Detel 2013). First, the snowball principle refers to the reposting of the shaming event.
Since netizens are interconnected with each other in different online spaces, online
posts can be shared and re-shared fairly easily. As to the self-energising mechanism, it
means that the popularity of a shaming event may cause it to become even more
popular. This also embodies what Detel (2013) calls the “the rich get richer” principle.
For instance, in discussion forums, an online post will top the thread if it receives the
most comments and view counts. The same mechanism can be applied to the action of
“liking” in social media. For example, the posts that get a certain number of “likes”
may randomly appear in netizens’ social networking page.
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b) Online Shaming: Functional Practice, Norm Enforcement and Emotional Reaction
Various studies have demonstrated that there is a general consensus among the public
about the positive functions of online shaming (Cheung 2014; De Vries 2014; Petley
2013a). According to the qualitative findings of De Vries (2014)’s research, online
shaming differs from cyber-bullying because the practice of online shaming is
performed to achieve certain positive objectives. Rowbottom (2012:1) summarizes the
three major functions of online shaming as 1) “imposing sanctions”, 2) “arousing
public awareness of a transgressive behavior”, and 3) showing “dissatisfactions and
disagreement to the targeted individuals”. And whereas online shaming aims to deter
misbehavior and norm-violation (Skoric et al. 2010), cyber-bullying appears to be a
purely “personal”, “violent” and “functionless” practice (De Vries 2014). This
distinction contrasts with the Hong Kong government’s declaration that online
shaming is a form of cyber bullying (PCPD 2014). To be sure, online shaming may
embody some characteristics of cyber bullying. Yet while a person can be bullied for
any reason, including the rage and sadism of the bully, the bullied person will only feel
shamed if he has been alleged to misbehave. In other words, online shaming entails
the targeting of objectionable or norm-violating behavior.

In terms of its functional aspect, online shaming has been considered as a form of
“norm enforcement” or “norm policing” (Gallardo 2017; Solove 2007). According to
Solove (2007 as cited in Gallardo 2017:726), “norm enforcement occurs when
individuals seek to correct behavior that does not comply with the perceived norm, or
rule of conduct in society. It can also occur silently, leaving the offender unaware of
the alleged norm infraction”. Online shamers can, from this perspective, be regarded
as the norm enforcers or norm police, rather than a mob or a group of radical online
activists. This idea actually corresponds to the findings of Hou et al. (2017)’s recent
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research. For example, the participants who have been online shamers suggested that
their practice is to “take social responsibility” and “defend against injustice” (Hou et
al. 2017:21). Unlike cyberbullies, online shamers claim the high moral ground.

Notwithstanding its positive functions, online shaming is usually taken as an emotional
reaction against misbehaviors or transgressions. For example, Hou et al. (2017:22)
found that there is a positive correlation between shamers’ anger and their willingness
to participate in the shaming practice (i.e. “reposting” or “liking”). And so while
“online shaming typically aims at defending social norms”, “it often manifests
aggression” (Hou et al. 2017:24) as well. This is similar to Elster’s idea (1989) that
exposing one’s wrongdoings may trigger the audience’s emotional (i.e. angry)
reactions.

2.4.3 The Context of Online Shaming

a) New Visibility and the Interconnectivity
Technological change such as the rapid development of the online world and mobile
technology has given rise to the online shaming phenomenon. But attributing online
shaming solely to the change of technology is mistaken and determinist.

Fundamentally, one of the conditions of online shaming is the fact that people
nowadays are more interconnected to each other in general. Thompson (2005) suggests
that the contemporary world faces the challenge of what he calls “the new visibility”
(or the new type of the “mediated visibility”). He (2005:49) states that “the public
domain itself has become a complex space of information flows in which words,
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images and symbolic content compete for attention as individuals and organizations
seek to make themselves seen and heard (or to make others be seen and heard)”. That
is to say, not only are the celebrities and criminals in the public eye but also every
ordinary person (Detel 2013). In the case of online shaming, everyone in society seems
to keep each other under surveillance by using digital devices such as smartphones. In
addition, the new visibility implies that it is very likely for online strangers to dox,
expose and diffuse the information of a targeted individual who they do not know in
the face-to-face context.

Moreover, people are more interconnected not just because they give attention to each
other’s deviant behaviors, but also because they are empowered to communicate and
form relationships with each other online. This has long been recognized. McLuhan
(1962 as cited in Cheung 2014:319) suggests that the contemporary society is in “a
state of new electronic interdependence”, where people “act and react to global issues
instantaneously, continuously and collectively”. In addition, online culture is a form
of participatory culture that may occur with great rapidity (Thompson 2012). Flew
(2002:69) suggests several reasons why people act and interact online: 1) “the
opportunity to form relationships that may be difficult in off-line community”, 2) “the
capacity to circulate new ideas among a group of like-minded people”, 3) “the chance
to find people who share the same interests even though they appear as odd or obscure
to others”, 4) “the ability for those who feel marginalized or persecuted by society to
express views and disseminate opinions”.

This also applies to the online shaming phenomenon. After all, online shaming is, in
essence, a collective practice that necessitates the cooperation and collaboration of
netizens. First, online shamers work as if they were the journalists to report and
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popularize what the “deviant” individual does (Petley 2013a:xvi). Secondly, netizens
play different roles in online shaming events (i.e. to capture, to dox, to comment, to
spread, to watch, etc.). This type of interdependence in online shaming also
corresponds to what Detel (2013:93) calls the “wisdom of crowds”. At the very least,
an online shaming event will not occur without collective condemnation. All of the
above shows that online shaming is a result of collective actions and accumulated
interactions. In the offline world, it appears to be impossible for a collective of
strangers to cooperate with each other to investigate whether an individual has
misbehaved.

b) “Artificial Identities” and Anonymity
The online world enables netizens to form new identities that differ from their
authentic identities in the face-to-face context. More specifically, while online
identities are artificially created, face-to-face identities depend on relationships
between self and others situated in an actual place. By contrast, Mcneill (2012:95)
notes that netizens are “delocalized” and “have redefined the idea of ‘where’ our social
relationships take place”. They create personal profiles which cannot be achieved in
face-to-face encounters.

Online interaction also offers its participants anonymity. According to Watt et al.
(2002:73-74), two types of anonymity exist 1) “anonymity of self to others” and 2)
“anonymity of others to self”. Both of them prevent interactants from knowing too
much about each other during online interaction. Such an online phenomenon
encourages “deindividuation” (Hou et al. 2017; Zimbardo 1969). This idea refers to
the fact that people’s actions and behaviors tend to be more unregulated, emotional
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and even aggressive because they are in a state of anonymity. In the case of online
shaming, anonymity “keeps people safe from identification and penalty for their
aggressive actions (Hou et al. 2017:20).

c) Synchronous and Asynchronous Online Interactions
Online interaction can be divided into two contrasting forms of computer-mediated
communications (CMC), namely the synchronous form and the asynchronous form
(Caplan 2003). More specifically, the synchronous form “requires the co-presence of
all participants, and bears a closer resemblance to traditional face-to-face interaction
than asynchronous computer-mediated communication” (Caplan 2003:643). In this
regard, synchronous interaction requires netizens to respond to each other within a
short time interval, and they have the same focus of attention during that encounter.

The asynchronous form, by contrast, enables netizens to have greater communication
control of what they express online and they do not need to be co-present
simultaneously (Sheer 2011). According to Caplan (2003:643), it “involves an
exchange of messages over a more extended period of time, where it is not necessary
for both participants to be present, is less bound by turn-taking rules, requires
considerably less coordination among interactants, and is more similar in character to
letter writing than to FtF interaction”.

In this research, I suggest that online shaming takes place on networking sites,
discussion forums and broadcasting channels that are both synchronous and
asynchronous. Online spaces such as Facebook offer both synchronous and
asynchronous interactions. For example, in a Facebook post, netizens can reply to each
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other’s comments by instant messaging in real time (Okdie et al. 2011) or participate
in that discussion anytime afterwards. Therefore, online interaction is not as dualistic
as is sometimes suggested.

The above idea is also supported by Detel (2013). In her study on online shaming, she
(2013:79) explains that the asynchronous nature of online interaction causes “context
collapse”, which means that the internet can record every incident of interaction
between netizens persistently. Normally, face-to-face interaction ends as the
interactants leave. But as for online interaction, it persists in the online storage space.
Equally, an online performance is not exclusive to netizens who use the internet during
a particular time but open to all netizens thereafter. In terms of online shaming, this
mechanism enables other netizens to become new shamers as they can shame a
particular individual based on the shaming materials uploaded in the past.

2.5 Conclusion: Shame, Social Control and Online Shaming

The above sections have reviewed literature along three different axes, namely, the
emotion of shame, shaming-like practices (degradation ceremony) and online shaming.
All of them are of vital importance in understanding and conceptualizing online
shaming in this research. In the section Connecting Shame to Shaming, I suggested
that shaming serves as a form of social control that regulates people's behaviors and
enhances social conformity.

Based on the above review, the practice of online shaming, I suggest, can be ascribed
to three main types of visibility, namely, 1) the low visibility of shame, 2) the new
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visibility of the shaming materials (or internet scandals), and 3) the invisibility of
online interactants (or digital performers). In this research, the term visibility is used
in a Goffmanian fashion to refer to the “perceptibility” and “evidentness” of a
phenomenon (Goffman 1963/1986:48), which is an addition to only “perceiving via
the sense of sight” (Thompson 2005 as cited in Detel 2013:78).

The first type of visibility, namely the low visibility of shame, refers to the idea that
the emotion of shame is normally not visible at all (Scheff 1988). It is difficult for
others to discover whether an individual feels ashamed or not, because shame is an
internal emotion that only the emotion-receiver (that particular individual) can
understand and feel. More importantly, the ashamed can pretend as if he did not feel
ashamed. Secondly, the new visibility of the virtual sphere simply means that the
shaming materials uploaded and discussed can be easily accessed by netizens from
different parts of the world. Netizens can easily popularize a certain internet scandal.

Lastly, the invisibility of online interactants is a reworking of the idea of online
anonymity. Normally, anonymity means that netizens are prevented from infringing on
each other’s privacy. However, unlike anonymity, the invisibility of online interactants
allows shamers to use their online identities – which can be authentic or fake. And
their identities appear to be not that important to each other during their participation
in online shaming events. Such a condition helps facilitate the co-operation between
the shamers. Likewise, they are able to create an “online portfolio” for the targeted
individual and fill the portfolio with the shaming materials (i.e. the doxed information,
photos concerning misbehaviors, etc.). Normally, the “defendant” (the real person of
the shamed individual) is not involved in or even aware of the shaming actions against
him or her (Gallardo 2017:726). In this regard, shamers shame a virtually-created
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individual. They have little or no idea of his or her reactions and feelings, even if they
are able successfully to dox that individual.

And, strictly speaking, whether the targeted individual feels ashamed is not the major
concern of the shamers. As Rowbottom explains (2013:1), “even if a naming and
shaming practice does not succeed in inducing shame, it can lead to a loss of status or
reputation in the eyes of others”. The most important thing from the shamer’s
standpoint is whether the action of shaming can lower the status of the shamed
individual or can tarnish his image. Online shaming aims to inform the public of what
is right and wrong, involve an audience in the shaming events, and exclude a deviant
individual from the order of solidarity.
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3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I delineate the theoretical framework that informs my study of online
shaming. The framework is based on Goffman’s (1967/2005) analysis of interaction
and Collins’s (2004) theory of interaction ritual chains. In brief, ritual refers to the
codes that specify what it is appropriate to do in every interaction. I begin by
explaining the key elements of these respective theories and comparing them with the
practice of online shaming. I then proceed to show how propositions relating to faceto-face encounters have been applied to computer-mediated communications.

3.2 Goffmanian Interaction Ritual: All About Face

3.2.1 Face, Facework and Expressive Order
“Every person lives in a world of social encounters” (Goffman 1967/2005:5) and every
encounter consists in a variety of ways of interacting. But why do people interact with
each other? Goffman’s theory of interaction ritual provides a straightforward
explanation – every interaction centers around the establishment of face. More
specifically, face is “an image of self delineated in terms of approved social attributes”
and the “positive social value a person effectively claims for himself… during a
particular contact (with others)” (Goffman 1967/2005:5). In this regard, face is to be
understood as the “social self” presented to the audience. Goffman once noted that face
is not the objective of interaction, but a product of it. However, as the following
discussion shows, most of the key concepts of the interaction ritual theory are “faceoriented”.
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All actions performed during an encounter, regardless of its forms (e.g. gestures,
languages, facial expressions, etc.), take the “lines” of a performance. In Goffman’s
(1967/2005:5) words, lines are “a pattern of verbal and nonverbal acts by which [a
person] expresses his view of the situation and through this his evaluation of the
participants, especially himself”. An individual’s face may be perceived by the
individual himself or by others and these perceptions may be discordant. Notably, the
individual may reject the audience’s social standards.

Face is not static. It “can be lost, maintained, or enhanced” (Ting-Toomey and Cocroft
1994:309), depending on the extent to which a person can successfully convey his
“positive social value” in every encounter. To Goffman, interaction ritual is essentially
facework, which refers to all the work done to ensure one’s face is well presented in
any circumstance. In other words, performers seek to be situationally-adaptable and
take actions that benefit their self-presentation. This is also what Goffman
(1967/2005:9) calls “the expressive order” that “regulates the flows of events”.

Generally speaking, interaction is a matter of cooperation, and so is facework. The loss
of one’s face or that of others may terminate an existing interaction and pass up the
opportunity of future interaction. In this regard, interactants develop “the moral
obligation to preserve interaction” (Summers-Effler 2005:138), and preserving the
face of each other is the “ritual code” that interactants are expected to respect. In
practice, interactants adopt two possible ways to handle threats: 1) the avoidance
process – actions taken by victims that prevent potential threats, and 2) the corrective
process – actions taken by offenders that cope with the existing threats. In avoidance
process, victims sidestep a potential threatening topic, for instance by changing the
subject. By contrast, in corrective process, offenders take action to “re-establish the
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ritual state” by reaching the “ritual equilibrium” such as making apologies. Both
measures aim to guarantee that the face of interactants will not be harmed.

3.2.2 Ceremonial Activities: Deference and Demeanor
Interaction order, especially everyday interaction, is governed by ceremonial rules of
conduct. According to Goffman (1967/2005:59), ceremonial rules are “the
conventionalized means of communication by which the individual expresses his
character or conveys his appreciation of the other participants in the situation”.
Basically, ceremonial rules can be manifested in two forms, namely demeanor and
deference. Whereas the former is the expression of one’s respectable self, the latter is
the expression of appreciation of others’ face. An action will be regarded as appropriate,
acceptable or just only if it shows respect to the face of each interactant.

Similar to the aforementioned discussion on the presentation of face, demeanor refers
to a person’s “ceremonial behavior typically conveyed through deportment, dress, and
bearing, which serves to express to those in his immediate presence that he is a person
of certain desirable or undesirable qualities” (Goffman 1967/2005:77). The audience
may use this information as cues to interpret the actor’s performance.

As to deference, it refers to one’s action of giving others “the sentiment of regard”. In
practice, deference can be performed in two ways: “avoidance rituals” and
“presentational rituals”. According to Goffman (1967/2005), both rituals correspond
to Durkheim’s concepts of “negative rites” and “positive rites” respectively. More
specifically, avoidance rituals flag a taboo against infringing on someone’s “sacred”
status. Hence a performer may avoid performing any action that transgresses the ideal
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sphere5 between him and other interactants. On the other hand, presentational rituals
are ways of showing appreciation directly to the recipients. A useful example of this is
salutation, in which greetings are exchanged by interactants in the same encounter.
Whereas avoidance rituals discourage performers from acting, presentational rituals
encourage them to act.

3.2.3 Goffmanian Interaction Ritual and Online Shaming
The threat-handling strategies mentioned in Section 3.2.1 are perhaps one of the most
crucial differences between interaction ritual and the case of online shaming. For
example, as discussed in Chapter 2, shamers are responsive to threats. Instead of being
given the opportunity to correct, they handle threats by actively shaming the offenders
as a punishment. However, shaming someone is essentially the expression of
disrespect to oneself as well as to others. On the one hand, by acting as a shamer, a
person conveys the impression that he is a seemingly-aggressive person, a posture that
does not benefit his self-presentation in future interaction. On the other hand, he also
makes the shamed individual lose face, terminating the relationship between the two
parties. In this regard, are ceremonial activities such as demeanor and deference
applicable to online interaction? Or is there some new ceremonial element? Last but
not least, all of the above raises another intriguing question that will be addressed in
Chapter 6 – is face still applicable to online interaction (i.e. online shaming)?

5

Ideal sphere refers to the ideal distance between two or more interactants that may give them a sense

of comfort. See Simmel, Georg. 1906. “The Sociology of Secrecy and of Secret Societies." American
Journal of Sociology 11 (1906): 441-498.
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3.3 Interaction Ritual Chains: Emotional Energy

3.3.1 “Chains”, Ritual Processes and Emotional Energy
Collins’s theory of interaction ritual chains adapts the work of Durkheim and Goffman.
However, Collins emphasizes that interaction ritual is never a separate event, but rather
a chain of events. According to Collins (2004:xiv), interaction ritual chains are “a
model of motivation that pulls and pushes individuals from situation to situation,
steered by the market-like patterns of how each participant’s stock of social resources
- their EE (emotional energy) and their membership symbols (or cultural capital)
accumulated in previous IRs (interaction rituals) - meshes with those of each person
they encounter”. To put it simply, each encounter is interconnected; the current
encounter is affected by the experience of past encounters and affects one’s behaviors
in future encounters.

Generally, interaction ritual involves a number of processes. It is initiated by “ritual
ingredients”, and results in what Collins call “ritual outcomes” (see Figure 1). First, an
interaction, whether successful or not, necessitates “group assembly”, “barriers to
outsiders”, “mutual focus of attention”, and “shared mood”. These ingredients,
particularly “participants’ mutual entrainment of emotion and attention”, may
transmute into collective conscience and create a “momentary encounter” that
facilitates the exchange of thoughts and beliefs. Finally, this process may generate four
ritual outcomes, namely “group solidarity”, “emotional energy”, “symbols of social
relationship”, and “standards of morality”. A ritual may succeed or fail, depending on
whether the ingredients can charge up the ritual process and make positive exchanges.
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Figure 1. Interaction Ritual Chains. Adapted from “Figure 2.1 Interaction
ritual” from Randall Collins. 2004. Interaction Ritual Chains. Princeton:
Princeton University Press.

Just as face is key to Goffman’s interaction ritual, so emotional energy is key to Collins’
interaction ritual chains. Actually, emotional energy is the most crucial element among
all the aforementioned ritual outcomes. According to Collins (2004:108), it is “a
continuum, ranging from a high end of confidence, enthusiasm, good self-feelings;
down through a middle range of bland normalcy; and to a low end of depression, lack
of initiative, and negative self-feelings”. On the one hand, it is a result of past
interactions that reflects one’s sense of belonging with the “groups” in which one
participated. On the other hand, the higher the emotional energy, the more willingness
there is to participate in similar types of interaction in the future, and vice versa. In
essence, interaction ritual is an “emotion transformer”. A successful ritual generates
high emotional energy; a failed ritual generates low emotional energy.

3.3.2 Natural Ritual and Formal Ritual
Rituals can be divided into two types: formal or natural. Whereas the first refers to the
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imposition of “formal or stereotyped procedures” in “a larger scale of public group”,
the second represents the everyday encounter in which no particular setting is required.
Online shaming, I suggest, falls in between formal and natural rituals.

Online shaming events are open and participatory. They occur in every encounter in
online spaces, and participants are not required to follow a scripted set of codes.
However, the shaming events are formal in the sense that they operate as an organized
degradation ceremony that involves various procedures to enforce norms. For example,
as suggested in Chapter 2, there are certain phases of online shaming that can be
generalized (i.e. “disclosure of the transgression”, “diffusion of the shaming material”,
“formation of a cyber mob”, collective condemnation, etc.) (Detel 2013:82). In order
to become an online shaming event, it appears to be essential to go through all these
phases.

Moreover, a public group of online shamers is formed during the shaming events. The
shamers are “formal” in the sense that they are symbolized by their collective practice
of shaming a “wrongdoer”. This approximates Durkheim’s example of the outraged
public groups formed during the French Revolution – a typical example of formal
rituals. In the meantime, other audiences can also encounter these shaming posts as
they surf the internet. And there is no prerequisite for participating in these shaming
events. All in all, online shaming is similar to both natural and formal rituals in some
ways, rather than belonging neatly to either of them.

3.3.3 Interaction Ritual Chains, Punishment Ritual and Online Shaming
Among the different forms of interaction rituals, punishment ritual appears to bear a
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very close resemblance to online shaming. As Collins (2004) notes, punishment has
long been conceptualized in ritual studies since Durkheim’s time. For example, in a
crime, criminals violate the shared symbol (the sacred object) respected by a
substantial group of people. As a result, the solidarity of that group of people is harmed.
According to Durkheim (1895/1982 as cited in Collins 2004), the imposition of
punishment on these criminals aims to foster solidarity instead of creating deterrence
against future crimes. That is to say, punishment serves as a ritual that re-generates the
feelings of group belonging.

In addition to this, Scheff (1990 as cited in Collins 2004:130), a student of Goffman,
argues that the emotions of shame and pride refer to “the sense of broken social
attunement” and “a favorable social self” respectively. Discussed in Chapter 2, in the
emotion-deference system, one receives pride as reward and shame as punishment. In
essence, this system is fundamentally a form of interaction ritual chains that transform
emotions in different circumstances. However, what is important about this idea is that
such a mechanism may lead to a “vicious cycle” of failed rituals. According to Collins
(2004), although shame can be “immediately expressed”, “it can be by-passed” as well.
The by-passed shame of a shamed individual may transmute into negative emotions
such as anger in future encounters and result in “ritual retaliation”.

Relevant here is Collins’ discussion of the way that restorative justice operates. In
practice, restorative justice works because offenders, victims and other related parties
are assembled and asked to express their own thoughts and feelings towards the
offenders (i.e. condemnation). On the one hand, the offenders are shamed and
sanctioned by facing the accusation of their victims or their victims’ representatives.
On the other hand, the assembly offers the offender the opportunity to confess and be
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rehabilitated. As Collins (2004:111) suggests, these activities entail “high intensity
interaction ritual chains” because they closely embody all the aforementioned ritual
ingredients and instill the participants into “a common mood”. In fact, this also
corresponds to the practice of reintegrative shaming discussed in Chapter 2.

Online shaming is analogous to the ritual of punishment. First, shamers are driven by
a common mood – anger at someone’s norm violation. Second, they share the same
focus of attention; all of them focus on condemning the norm violators. These two
elements are what Collins regard as the “mutual entrainment of emotion and attention”,
which is the most significant ritual ingredient initiating an interaction ritual. Unlike
Scheff’s deference-emotion system that may lead to the vicious cycle of shame and
anger, the shamed individual is usually not present in the online shaming events6.

However, Collins (2004) argues that bodily co-presence is an essential condition for
interaction ritual. According to him, it is impossible for his interaction ritual chains or
Goffman’s interaction ritual to happen if the interactants are not co-presented in the
same face-to-face encounter. Online shaming, by its very nature, is a form of mediated
or semi-mediated interaction in which the participants (i.e. shamers) are invisible7 to
each other. Therefore, in Collins’ view, it is unlikely that the online shaming events
can go through the ritual process and create emotional energy that motivates the
participants to act. But if that is true, why does there appear to be a force mobilizing
the formation of the group of online shamers? If there is no emotional energy in a
mediated encounter, why does online shaming exist at all? Is bodily co-presence still

6

See Section 2.5 Conclusion: Shame, Social Control and Online Shaming in Chapter 2

7

ibid
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an indispensable element in interaction ritual? In the following, I explain that
interactionist perspectives should not be confined with the condition of bodily copresence, particularly when they are applied to the online context. And in Chapter 6, I
return to the first question by showing what stimulates active participation in online
shaming events, and what makes the interaction behind online shaming so “energetic”.

3.4 Theoretical Application: How Interactionist Ideas Have Been Extended?

As a matter of fact, neither Goffman, Collins nor Durkheim studied mediated
interaction. All of them examine how rituals regulate face-to-face interaction.
Particularly for Goffman and Collins, one of the key elements they highlight is the
condition of bodily co-presence. However, past research has shown that some key
ideas of these interaction studies can be applied to the online world.

Various research in the past two decades (Boden and Molotch 1994; Spitzberg 2006
etc.) has examined the possibility of applying Goffman’s interactional theories to
mediated communications. For example, Rettie (2009) shows how face-to-face
interaction rules regulate mediated contacts such as mobile phone communications; he
applies Goffman’s ideas of interaction order and situation. According to Rettie (2009),
people meet in what he calls “mediated encounters” that enable them to interact with
each other “in the sustained, intimate, coordination of action”. In other words,
mediated encounters - phone conversations, instant online messaging and the like resemble, in at least some respects, real-life encounters. Hence “mediated interactants”
adopt face-to-face ceremonial activities such as etiquette during interaction. In the
same vein, Sugiura (2013) explains that co-presence can also be achieved online as
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netizens meet each other in the same post. This shows that it is possible to apply
classical interaction theories including those of Goffman and Collins to mediated
interaction or what I call semi-mediated interaction.

Even Goffman tried to extend his theoretical statements to other domains. One typical
example is his famous concept of strangers’ interaction, namely civil inattention.
Basically, Goffman regards it as a ritual that keeps the social distance between
strangers and shows a respect for the private zone of each during a brief public
encounter. Frosh and Pinchevski (2009) further develop this idea. Revisiting the
concept of civil inattention in the virtual world, they (2009) coin the term “media
witnessing” to refer to the way netizens imagine that numerous strange netizens exist
on the same mass media platform with them.

All in all, the current patterns of interaction are more diverse than ever before. Past
research has shown that the classical face-to-face theories are not rigid, but capable of
being refined and adapted to the contemporary online world. In Chapters 5 and 6, I
return to some of the key elements mentioned in this framework by putting them into
a new interactional context – online shaming.
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4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I explain the research design of this thesis. The first section explains the
methodological approach. The sections that follow describe the two research methods
employed for data collection, namely documentary analysis and semi-structured
interview. In Chapters 5 and 6, I discuss the findings derived from these two methods
respectively.

4.2 Methodological Approach

In reconstructing the performances of online shaming, a qualitative approach was
employed. It is true that qualitative data has sometimes been criticized for being
“subjective”. However, based on Weber’s theory of Verstehen, social actions are
embedded with subjective meanings. Only through their systematic interpretation can
social phenomena be understood. In this regard, the major task of qualitative research
is to “see the social world through the eyes of the people being studied” (Bryman
2012:399), which is considered to be a “rational research procedure” (Ritzer 2000).
An interpretive approach adds fresh sociological insights into people’s selfunderstandings but it does not negate them.

This also applies to my study of online shaming, for it is deeply grounded in
understanding the conduct of online actors and the rationale behind their action. The
main limitation of quantitative methods is that the statistical relationships they record
can hardly explain “what” happens in an online shaming event and “how” it happens.
By contrast, qualitative methods, including documentary analysis and semi-structured
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interview adopted in this research, enable one to reveal the processes of online shaming
and to reconstruct participants’ actual thoughts.

Not surprisingly, the methodological approach of this research parallels the grounded
theory approach. According to Bryman (2012), grounded theory usually means the
derivation of theory from collected data. But there is an alternative to such an approach
- to test exiting theories using qualitative data. As mentioned in previous chapters, in
terms of theory building, this research has two aims:1) to examine whether interaction
ritual is applicable to the online world, and 2) to propose new insights into the classical
face-to-face theories. In doing so, as will be shown in Chapters 5 and 6, this research
develops new concepts that extend the face-to-face framework to the digital context.

4.3 Documentary Analysis

Documentary analysis or the study of documents, according to Bailey (1994:294), is
the analysis of “any written materials that contain information about the phenomena
we wish to study”. The definition of documents is rather broad; it ranges from official
documents (e.g. government reports) to “mass-media outputs (i.e. “newspapers,
magazines”, etc.) to personal documents (i.e. “letters, diaries”, etc.).

Before studying the relevant documents (i.e. newspapers, online posts and
commentaries, photographs, etc.), I chose to focus on specific online shaming cases in
Hong Kong by adopting theoretical sampling. In practice, two local cases were
sampled in the first round of documentary analysis, namely a) the Lam Wai Sze
Incident, and b) the Stanley Cheung Incident. In the second round, two additional cases
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were sampled to compliment the findings of the first round: c) the Grace Cheung
Incident, and d) the Chip Tsao “Me Too” Incident. Compared to other local shaming
cases I have observed, these selected cases are the “pure types” that may highlight the
key characteristics of Hong Kong’s online shaming phenomenon. Table 1 briefly
introduces these four cases. For the ease of discussion, all cases are specifically
explained in Chapter 5.

Case
a) Lam
Incident
b) Stanley
Incident
c) Grace
Incident

Brief Description
Wai

Sze A primary school teacher was shamed due to her use of
profanity in public
Cheung A public figure was shamed retrospectively for hiding his
alleged-scandals
Cheung A middle-aged woman was shamed because she had
criticized youngsters for sitting on the priority seats on
MTR

d) Chip Tsao “Me Too” A celebrity was shamed for satirizing
Incident

#MeToo

participants in Hong Kong
Table 1. Information on the Four Cases

Online shaming is a new form of interactional practice. Official documents such as
government reports or press releases are unable to reflect the behavioral patterns of
netizens. In this research, both mass-media outputs and virtual documents are studied.
All the selected documents revolve around the aforementioned four cases. First, massmedia outputs (i.e. newspapers) are the sources that report online shaming events that
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have happened in Hong Kong. In practice, local news reports8 were accessed through
the search engine WiseNews. The aim of analyzing these documents is to depict the
development of the sampled online shaming events and outline the general patterns of
online shaming in Hong Kong.

Secondly, and chiefly, online shaming events take place in online social spaces
including discussion forums and social media; the use of virtual documents is one of
the most straightforward ways for collecting primary data. Webpages that document
these shaming events are of equal importance as well. On the one hand, these webpages
are primary data as they are one of the procedures of the whole shaming practice9. On
the other hand, they are secondary materials since they “report” what the shaming
events are about and what the netizens there do. I also crosschecked different pages to
ensure the reliability and trustworthiness of these accounts. Basically, the virtual
documents I studied can be divided into three types (see Table 2).

Category

Type of Source

1) Pages and posts in Facebook (Social Media)

Primary

&

Secondary
2) Posts in discussion forums including Discuss.com.hk and Primary
Hkgolden.com10

8

Most of the studied news reports were written in Chinese; the rest were in English.

9

See Section 5.2.2b) Filing: Online Databases of the Investigated Materials in Chapter 5

10

According to Alexa, in 2019, Discuss.com.hk and Hkgolden.com are ranked the 5th and 12th most

popular Hong Kong websites respectively and they are the highest ranked local discussion forums.
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3) Pages in The Encyclopedia of Virtual Communities in Secondary
Hong Kong – an online “wiki farm” that concentrates on
documenting Hong Kong’s online events
Table 2. Types of the Virtual Documents Studied

4.4 Semi-Structured Interview

The semi-structured interview was adopted to complement documentary analysis.
While the latter depicts the development of the chosen online shaming events (e.g. the
distinct phases that constitute the whole event), the former details how netizens interact
with each other in these events. According to Bryman (2012:212), the semi-structured
interview “refers to a context in which the interviewer has a series of questions that
are in the general form of an interview schedule but is able to vary the sequence of
questions”. Unlike structured interviews that normally ask “fixed-choice” questions,
interview questions in semi-structured interview only serve as a guide for discussion
(Bryman 2012). It is also interviewers’ usual practice to ask follow-up questions or
other related questions. This provides both interviewers and interviewees with a high
degree of discursive flexibility.

In recruiting interviewees, snowball sampling, a type of purposive sampling, was
employed. One advantage of snowball sampling is that it helps the researcher to easily
identify potential interviewees by using social networks. The subjects were chosen on
the basis of the following criteria:
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1) They are Hong Kong permanent residents. Because online shaming is a “clash
between right and wrong”, it is important to ensure that the participants know
and understand the culture of Hong Kong (i.e. its norms and values)

2) They are Cantonese speakers – online shaming posts in Hong Kong are
mainly written in Chinese (Cantonese style in particular)

3) They are so-called netizens – this research studies people’s online behaviors
and their experience in online interaction. Obviously, people who do not use
the internet are incapable of sharing online experiences.

Rather than the research examining how real-life social status affects their online
behaviors, it mainly concentrates on how strange netizens interact with each other.
Therefore, the most crucial selection criterion is whether the subjects use the internet.
Other commonly applied criteria including age and gender were deemed secondary.
However, as shown in the table below, I also took them into consideration during the
recruitment of interviewees.

From March 2018 to September 2018, 24 interviews were conducted. Basically, four
age groups were divided: 19-28 (post-90s), 29-38 (post-80s), 39-48 (post-70s), and 49
or above (post-60s or earlier). Each age group consisted of six participants; male and
female participants were equally divided. All interviews were done in coffee shops or
activity rooms in NGO community centers, and each interview lasted for
approximately 40 minutes. Table 3 gives basic demographic information about the 24
participants and the labels applied to them.
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Age

Gender

Male

Female

18-27 (90s)

Mr. A, B, C

Ms. D, E, F

28-37 (80s)

Mr. G, H, I

Ms. J, K, L

38-47 (70s)

Mr. M, N, O

Ms. P, Q, R

48 or above (60s or earlier)

Mr. S, T, U

Ms. V, W, X
Table 3. Demographic Information

Last but not least, the interview guide was designed according to a threefold
classification. The first section focuses on factual information. For example, I asked
the research subjects to share their experiences about participating in online shaming
events or online interaction in general. The second section centers around interviewees’
perception of public deviance and online shaming. I listed a number of real-life
scenarios and invited the interviewees to discuss with me their thoughts. Finally, the
third section emphasizes participants’ attitudes and opinions. They were asked to
compare online interaction with face-to-face interaction, and suggest what they might
consider before acting in the online world. The sample of the interview guide is
attached in Appendix II.
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5.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the documentary findings of this enquiry and
depict how online shaming events normally develop. It consists of two major parts: 1)
two extensive case studies, and 2) an analysis of the different forms of online shaming.
The discussion of the second part is based mainly on the results of the first part.

Section 5.2 describes the two events (the Lam Wai Sze Incident and the Stanley
Cheung Incident) in detail, using both primary and secondary sources. Based on the
two cases, Section 5.3 suggests three patterns of online shaming events in Hong Kong.
I argue that many other shaming events bear close similarity to these three patterns. In
the section that follows (Section 5.4), I further examine the three patterns by studying
two additional cases and suggest that a single online shaming event may embody two
or more of these patterns.
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5.2 Description: Selected Cases

5.2.1 General Description of the Cases
The two cases chosen are a) the Stanley Cheung Incident, and 2) the Lam Wai Sze
Incident. Table 4 first gives a brief overview of the two events.

Case
The

Description
Stanley Stanley Cheung was the survivor of the 1996 Pat Sin Leng Wildfire

Cheung

and the vice-president of the HK Burns Association before 2015.

Incident

His face and different body parts were seriously burned in the 1996

(2015)

wildfire.

After the 2015 Formosa Fun Coast Explosion in Taiwan, Cheung
immediately paid a visit to Taipei to give support to the victims.
However, netizens considered two of Cheung’s actions suspicious:
1) his work in Taiwan was thoroughly recorded by a camera crew
by a local television broadcasting company, and 2) he remarked in
passing that he did not have the chance to try the pan-fried stuffed
bun, a famous Taiwanese dish. These made netizens doubted the
“real” objectives behind Cheung’s visit. Cheung was later
criticized as being “phony” and “posturing”.

More importantly, netizens started to intensify the shaming event
on Cheung by accusing him of being the culprit of the 1996
wildfire. The major argument was that Cheung smoked and threw
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a burning cigarette on a mountain. The whole shaming event of
Cheung, which originally focused on his Taiwan trip, was
redirected to his past.
The Lam Wai Lam Wai Sze was a primary school teacher who had a proSze

Incident democrat political background. During a conflict between the

(2013)

Falun Gong group and the Hong Kong Youth Care Association
Limited concerning the use of banners, she got into the area
separated by the police line and argued with police to support the
Falun Gong group.

However, her use of profanities during the argument with a police
officer was recorded and the video was soon uploaded to YouTube.
This triggered the anger of some netizens (particularly. members of
the pro-government party); they actively doxed Lam and later
found that she was a primary school teacher. As a result, her actions
were heavily criticized based on a general belief that teachers
should always be role models for students; it is socially
unacceptable for teachers to speak foul language in public.
Table 4. Overview of the Lam and Cheung Cases

Neither the Stanley Cheung Incident nor the Lam Wai Sze Incident is a single-phase
shaming event. Instead, they consist in a number of distinguishable phases. Moreover,
an online shaming event involves at least two participants that play four different roles:
1) shamers (participants who shame a particular individual), 2) endorsers (participants
who support the shamers), 3) affirmers (participants who support the shamed
individuals and fight against the shaming activities addressed to those individuals),
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and 4) defenders (the targeted / shamed individuals). For ease of discussion, the former
two are categorized as the “shaming party”, whereas the latter two are categorized as
the “defending party”. The interaction patterns of these groups of netizens (online
shaming participants) is analyzed in Chapter 6, and the following sections mainly deal
with the ways online shaming is manifested.

Before analyzing the above cases, it is worth describing some of the similarities and
differences between offline shaming and online shaming. Most plainly, both are a
punishment imposed on a deviant (e.g. norm-violator, criminal, etc.); as such, the
existence of a collective agent (i.e. audience and shamers) is required11. However,
online shaming differs from its offline face-to-face counterpart in two respects –
whether the participants are co-present in the same location (space) and at the same
moment (time). First, while offline shaming is delimited by physical space, online
shaming is seemingly borderless. More specifically, online shaming can reach a wider
public; in an extreme case, a “local” online shaming event can spread across the world,
open to anyone able to participate in these online events. Conversely, under normal
circumstances, offline shaming is a local participation event (unless and until it
becomes online) and is restricted to people in close proximity to where the event takes
place12.

Second, online shaming is typically an ongoing process with no clear terminus; by
contrast, face-to-face shaming can be expected to come to an end once the parties

11

For more discussion on this point, please see Section 5.4.3 The Roles: The Collective Power.

12

Actually, such a difference is echoed by many of my interviewees (Chapter 6) when they are asked

to compare historical public shaming with online shaming.
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concerned leave the scene of action. As a form of punishment ritual, the latter
concludes when the “deviant” is publicly and formally punished in the eyes of the
crowd. Online shaming, on the other hand, is without temporal boundaries; it allows
newcomers and potential participants to join the “collective” at any point of time in
the future – even after decades have passed.

In addition to time and space, participating in face-to-face shaming also appears to
cause more “risks”13 than that in online shaming. For example, those negative faceto-face consequences include 1) triggering violent reactions of the opposing party
(being beaten), 2) bearing legal responsibility (e.g. police intervention), 3) being
recorded, exposed and identified, and the like. Online shaming participants, on the
other hand, are in a relatively more anonymous condition; their actions are unlikely to
cause considerable threats as face-to-face actions do14.

In the following, my focus

returns to depicting the development of the above two cases: the Stanley Cheung
Incident and the Lam Wai Sze Incident.

5.2.2 The Stanley Cheung Incident
The Stanley Cheung Incident can be divided into three major phases: 1) opposition to
Cheung’s Taiwan visit, 2) allegation of Cheung’s past scandals, and 3) Cheung and his
affirmers’ defense through established news media. As will be shown in the following,

13

More discussion can be found in the sub-section “The Sense of Anonymity / Strangeness: Internet

Freedom” in Section 6.5.2b Goal-Seekers: The Action-Oriented Interactants, and Section 6.4.3 The
Interwoven Stages: Online and Offline.
14

It should be noted that participating in online shaming can still lead to unpleasant consequences such

as being doxed and shamed again by opposing parties. See, for example, Section 6.2.2a Active Inaction
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the second phase, which “unmasks” Cheung’s guilt for causing the 1996 wildfire, is
key to the whole shaming event of Cheung.

a) The First Phase - Collective Criticisms: Online Comments15
The first phase focuses on collectively judging and criticizing Cheung for his visit to
the victims of the Fun Coast explosion in Taipei. At this stage, negative comments
were rife in online social spaces; most of them expressed disapproval of Cheung and
his Taiwan visit. These collective comments (i.e. the collective action of leaving
comments that share similar opinions by a group of netizens) can be divided into three
types: 1) evaluative disapproval, 2) critical disapproval, and 3) affective disapproval.
Generally, to the netizens (the shamers and the endorsers in particular), Cheung was
deemed to be a hypocrite rather than a wholehearted “life warrior”.

First, evaluative disapproval is a form of inductive reasoning based on observable
clues. In this case, two actions of Cheung aroused netizens’ suspicions:

1) In one of his Facebook posts written during the Taiwan visit, Cheung stated
that it was a pity he did not have the chance to taste the pan-fried stuffed bun
(a Taiwanese culinary specialty)16

2) Cheung’s Taiwan visit was recorded and reported by a camera crew from

15

“Stanley Cheung was asked to stop disturbing the victims by a Taiwanese person residing in Hong

Kong” in Golden Forum, accessed November 10, 2017,
https://forum.hkgolden.com/view.aspx?message=5925527&page=1
16

Facebook of Stanley Cheung, accessed November 19, 2017,

https://www.facebook.com/120194943633/posts/10153017174478634?sfns=mo
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Hong Kong17.

Having observed these clues, netizens suspected Cheung’s real reason for the Taiwan
visit and in general concluded that it was a form of posturing and self-promotion. For
instance, one discussant commented:

“…really ridiculous. [I knew that] you stuck to your guns [on visiting the victims
in Taiwan], but how come you were still in the mood to mention the pan-fried
stuffed buns right after the passage about the [plight of the] victims? (…真係好
離譜，即使你有你既理念唔聽人勸，但點解你會係同一篇文章講完傷者之
後講水煎包？18)”

Besides, some also evaluated the appropriateness of the timing of the visit and judged
that Cheung’s visit was not at the right moment. One of their concerns was that
Cheung’s burnt face would frighten the victims and their families, and make them
more stressed.

Secondly, critical disapproval refers to the comments that express netizens’ personal
discontent with and opposition to the protagonist. Whereas evaluative disproval is an
inductive process of judging right and wrong, concerned chiefly with the
appropriateness of actions, critical disapproval is aimed directly at the protagonist’s
“faults”. During this shaming event, “critical netizens” regarded Cheung as the “shame”

17

Cheung’s visit appeared in a TV programme called “Scoop” over two days

18

Crime Unit on Stanley Cheung in Golden Forum, accessed November 15, 2017,

https://forum.hkgolden.com/view.aspx?message=5925962&page=17
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of Hong Kong. One comment said:

“Hope the Taiwanese people know that we Hong Kong people have tried hard to
ask Cheung to stop his visit, but he has ridden roughshod over us and brought
shame upon Hong Kong (希望台灣知道幾多香港人勸過佢唔好去 係呢條友
一意孤行要去 影衰香港19)”.

In this regard, critical disapproval not only shows one’s total rejection of the
protagonists’ actions, but also attempts to draw a clear boundary between the
commentator and the protagonist.

The last type of comments, namely affective disapproval, is a form of outrage that even
insults the protagonists. In affective disapproval, logical arguments and critical
criticism are lacking, but affective and offensive words are rife. The examples below
clearly illustrate this distinctiveness:

1. “The teacher should not have saved him [during the 1996 wildfire] (個老師
救錯人)”;

2. “Why didn’t the fire burn him to death? (點解當年燒唔死條友)”.

As the above examples show, such disapproval is made based on the assumption that
what the netizens have uncovered was true. However, affective commentators give no

19

“Stanley Cheung was asked to stop disturbing the victims by a Taiwanese person residing in Hong

Kong” in Golden Forum, accessed November 19, 2017,
https://forum.hkgolden.com/view.aspx?type=BW&message=5925527&page=2
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evidence of guilt; they simply use abusive language to strengthen their comments.

b) The Second Phase - Intensification: Tracing Scandals and Retrospective Shaming
The whole shaming event of Cheung reached its peak in the second phase. In this phase,
shamers raked over the past of Cheung and alleged that he was guilty of the 1996
wildfire he suffered during a school hiking trip. As previously mentioned20, netizens
conjectured and then began to insist that Cheung had tossed a burning cigarette on the
mountain and this eventually caused the wildfire. Regardless of whether Cheung was
guilty or not, in fact, the 2015 Fun Coast explosion dose not relate to the 1996 wildfire
at all. As such, I consider this as another tactic of shaming, which is a way of
intensifying a current incident by relating it to a past scandal, namely “retrospective
shaming”. This differs from many of the shaming cases in Hong Kong that only focus
on the exposure of personal information (i.e. actual name) of the targeted individual
(e.g. the Lam Wai Sze incident discussed in the next section).

Online Detectives: the “Crime Unit” in a Local Discussion Forum21
During the shaming event of Cheung, a “crime unit”22 was set up online to investigate
his aforementioned, supposed culpability. Instead of an official executive body, the

20

See Table 4.

21

See Stanley Cheung in FANDOM, accessed November 15, 2017.

https://evchk.fandom.com/wiki/%E5%BC%B5%E6%BD%A4%E8%A1%A1
22

See the Crime Unit on Stanley Cheung in Golden Forum, accessed November 15, 2017,

https://forum.hkgolden.com/view.aspx?message=5925962&page=1
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crime unit here is actually a discussion post initiated by the shamers in a popular local
forum. There the discussants were encouraged to scrutinize and expose the potential
evidence that may incriminate Cheung. On the one hand, they reposted the online
denunciation posts of Cheung written by people who claimed to be Cheung’s
schoolmates or witnesses of the wildfire 23 . On the other hand, they uploaded and
disseminated photos24 and news clippings concerning the wildfire. Not only did the
netizens claim to find clues, but they also gave various inductive hypotheses to support
their claims. Discussion on the trustworthiness of the “clues” was also common in the
crime unit.

In essence, this sort of post bound shamers and endorsers together by providing them
with a specific online space to share, discuss and judge what they discovered. The
focus also changed from a recent incident (Chung’s Taiwan visit) to a past “scandal”
(the 1996 wildfire). The shamers and the endorsers, who were the extrajudicial citizens,
acted as detectives, jury and judges that actively and intentionally co-operate with each
other. However, what should be noted is that this case had already undergone formal
investigation and a judiciary process 20 years ago. Such a way of tracing Cheung’s
alleged-scandals, hence, can be taken as an informal sanction of him - the retrospective
shaming.

23

See the Database on Stanley Cheung, accessed November 19, 2017,

https://www.facebook.com/stanleycyh
24

For example, some netizens carefully studied whether Cheung was holding a cigarette in a photo

taken during the hiking trip
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Filing: Online Databases of the Investigated Materials
Another major procedure is the creation of the online databases that stored the above
investigated materials. As a matter of fact, other than the so-called crime unit, there
were a number of simultaneous “investigation” posts on different online social spaces.
These online databases served as an effective means to document the scattered clues
and organize them into a more coherent account. The most well-known databases are:
1) the “information pack for dummies 25 ” (which consists of a sort of Cliff Notes
concerning all the procedures of such an event); 2) the Stanley Cheung Database on
Facebook26; and 3) Stanley Cheung on FANDOM27, etc. All of them consist of a wide
variety of shaming materials including news clippings, screenshots of Facebook posts,
photographs, comments, textual descriptions of the materials and the like. The set-up
of these informative databases prolongs the shaming effects as it casts the allegedfaults into the format of an internet record that is unlikely ever to be expunged.

c) The Third Phase - Responses from the Affirmers and the Defender: The Role of
Established News Media
Although the Stanley Cheung incident is an intense shaming event, the affirmers and
the defender (Cheung) appeared for the most part to be rather passive. It was not until

25

Information Pack for Dummies Concerning Stanley Cheung’s Case, accessed November 19, 2017,

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OMnWgg2EKqtHcOE4GqKd_CKWUtnoo9a04isw5Gvc4p8/ed
it
26

See the Database on Stanley Cheung, accessed November 19, 2017,

https://www.facebook.com/stanleycyh
27

See Stanley Cheung in FANDOM, accessed November 15, 2017.

https://evchk.fandom.com/wiki/%E5%BC%B5%E6%BD%A4%E8%A1%A1
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the third phase that they started to explicitly react to the shaming activities. Whereas
the shamers and the endorsers actively utilized the online spaces, both the affirmers
and the defender expressed their opinions through established news media. For
example, the defending party was interviewed by Ming Pao. First, during the interview,
Cheung clarified the facts and responded to the allegations against him. Second, a
group of affirmers (e.g. the parents of the 2015 victims28 and a classmate of Cheung
who also suffered the 1996 wildfire) expressed their support and respect for Cheung.

The established news media, therefore, acted as an intermediary or buffer between the
defending party and the shaming party. Yet, direct communication between the two
parties still appeared to be lacking. One may be curious about why both the affirmers
and the defender were so inactive when facing shamers’ charges in the online spaces.
One reason is that established news media can publicly and formally announce their
resistance to the shaming activities, which seems to be more powerful than only giving
sporadic responses online 29 . However, perhaps the more important reason is that
netizens’ shaming participation is subjected to what I call the “sense of
companionship”, which is explained in the next chapter.

28

More specifically, the “parents” admitted inviting Cheung to Taiwan for giving advices, rather than

Cheung decided to visit Taiwan himself. See See "Relatives of Fun Coast Explosion Victims: Stanley
Cheung Was Not Posturing; Cheung: Not Regretted Visting Taipei, 'Won't Enter Politics, and Incapable
of Doing So'" in Ming Pao, accessed November 23, 2017,
https://news.mingpao.com/pns/港聞/article/20150704/s00002/1435945782147/塵爆家屬撐-張潤衡
探望非做騷-張-無悔赴台-「無膽從政-亦唔適合從政」

29

Affirmers did exist in online social spaces and have given sporadic comments to support Cheung.

However, most of them, if not all, appeared to be ignored by the shaming party.
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5.2.3 The Lam Wai Sze Incident
The Lam Wai Sze incident consists of two major phases, what I shall call 1) the
Exposure of Lam’s Personal Information, and 2) the Conflicts between the Two
Opposing Parties. Whereas the case of Cheung entails a progressive intensification of
shaming, the case of Lam was an intensifying struggle between the shamers and the
affirmers. The first phase, which put Lam under public scrutiny, was the most crucial
one in this incident.

a) The First Phase - Doxing and Publicizing: Putting an Ordinary Person under the
Spotlight
Shaming consists of the process of naming and shaming, and online shaming is no
different in this regard. In the vernacular online form, naming is usually manifested as
“doxing”. In the online world, to dox someone means to divulge his or her personal
information. The first phase of the whole shaming event on Lam – doxing the
protagonist – plays a crucial role in the shaming process.

The spread of a YouTube video concerning a woman using profanities against a police
officer marked the beginning of the Lam Wai Sze incident30. In a politically-polarized
city like Hong Kong, wrangling with the police, not to mention the use of profanities,
appears to represent an act of aggression towards the government and even Chinese
traditional values. For instance, Lam’s actions triggered the anger of members of the
Facebook group Caring Hong Kong Power (a pro-government political association),
who later actively doxed her. Knowing Lam was a primary school teacher, netizens

30

Lam Wai Sze Incident in FANDOM, accessed November 20, 2017,

https://evchk.fandom.com/wiki/%E6%9E%97%E6%85%A7%E6%80%9D%E4%BA%8B%E4%BB
%B6
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condemned her by publicly exposing her personal information (i.e. occupation,
workplace, office phone number, political background such as being a member of the
League of Social Democrats, etc.) and publicizing her “offensive” behaviors.

This, in turn, made the name “Lam Wai Sze” become well-known. For example, Lam
was rated the “Woman of the Year” in 2013 by RTHK31. And according to WiseSearch,
there were 1,777 Chinese newspaper articles reporting on the case of Lam Wai Sze.
The name “Lam” even became a moniker for the “aggressive teacher who speaks foul
language”. In this way, the behaviors of an ordinary citizen came under the spotlight.
Regardless of the rights and wrongs of Lam’s controversial behavior, such a linkage
already shamed her in some ways. As I argue in a later section, the process of making
someone infamous embodies a distinctive form of online shaming – publification.

b) The Second Phase - Conflicts between Shamers and Affirmers
The second phase revolved around a so-called flame war between the shaming party
and the defending party. According to Baker (2001), “antagonistic postings are known
as flames and escalating conflicts are often referred to as flame war”. In this phase, the
two opposing parties rallied support and attacked each other in different discussion
spaces. The shaming party mainly condemned Lam in Facebook groups such as “We
Support Lau Sir 32 ”, “Caring Hong Kong Power 33 ” and the like. However, the

31

RTHK – People of the Year, accessed November 20, 2017,

https://rthk9.rthk.hk/special/people2013/
32

We Support Lau Sir Facebook page, accessed November 22, 2017,

https://zh-hk.facebook.com/WeSupportLauSir
33

Caring Hong Kong Power’s Facebook page, accessed November 22, 2017,
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defending party normally expressed their approval of Lam in the popular local forum
HKgolden.com.

The flame war between the opposing parties was reflected in two respective campaigns
initiated to condemn or support Lam; these campaigns also consisted of a diversity of
disapproving or approving actions. First, similar to the initial phase of the Stanley
Cheung incident, both the shaming and defending parties made evaluative comments
to present their arguments. On the one hand, the shaming party adhered to the belief
that teachers are role models for students and are responsible for maintaining their
professional image and self-presentation. On the other hand, the defending party
suggested that people in society perform different roles and teacher is only one of the
many roles that Lam occupies. She should enjoy freedom to express her political views
when she is outside the classroom.

Although collective comments are key to both campaigns, they fundamentally differ
from the first phase of the Stanley Cheung incident. More specifically, the criticism of
Cheung mainly served to express collective disapproval of the targeted individual
(Cheung), in which defensive comments were sporadic and occasional. By contrast,
there was a heated debate about whether Lam’s behaviors were appropriate; the
conflicts between both the shaming and the defending parties were also overt.

One interesting phenomenon in the case of Lam is that the shamers were satirized34

https://www.facebook.com/groups/chkp.open/
34

Lam Wai Sze Incident in FANDOM, accessed November 20, 2017,

https://evchk.fandom.com/wiki/%E6%9E%97%E6%85%A7%E6%80%9D%E4%BA%8B%E4%BB
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by the affirmers. The affirmers used parodies and derivative work such as pictures and
a music video to parody shamers’ shaming behaviors and their rationale for shaming.
For instance, there is a derivative work of a TV news report describing a woman
speaking foul language as “moral degeneration”35. This is done to satirize the shamers
for making a fuss about a fairly common.

Other than online comments and satire, petitions and assemblies were also organized
by the two parties. One typical example is the “One Person One Email” petitions which
was directed towards the school Lam worked in or the Education Bureau. Whereas the
defending party launched the “One Person One Email Supporting Miss Lam” petition,
the shaming party organized the “One Person One Email Supporting Frontline Police”
petition. According to former Education minister Eddie Ng Hak-kim36, the Education
Bureau received more than 1,400 emails complaining about Lam. Besides, not only
did the shaming event of Lam lead to online actions, but also to offline struggles. For
example, both parties held public assemblies in Mong Kok announced through social
media such as Facebook; a scuffle even broke out between participants of the two
parties during the assemblies.

%B6
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https://evchk.fandom.com/wiki/%E6%9E%97%E6%85%A7%E6%80%9D%E4%BA%8B%E4%BB
%B6?file=581456_480784628678953_18169184_n.jpg
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See “Government hit by more than 1,400 e-mails on Alpais Lam incident” in South China Morning

Post, accessed November 23, 2017.
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/article/1297478/government-hit-more-1400-e-mails-alpaislam-incident
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Another feature of the flame war around Lam is the involvement of celebrities and
authorities. Several artists reposted aspects of the controversy and showed support for
Lam in social media; these persons included the actor Anthony Perry and the director
Pang Ho-Cheung. For instance, in his Facebook page, Pang went so far as to describe
the shamers of Lam as the “red guards”. By contrast, former Chief Executive C. Y.
Leung and the Hong Kong Police Inspectors’ Association also expressed
dissatisfaction with Lam. For instance, the Hong Kong Police Inspectors Association
described Lam’s behaviors as “immoral”, and “causing problems to civic and moral
education”.

Eventually, Lam wrote a letter of apology admitting her fault of using profanities in an
inappropriate situation. This shows the power of online shaming, causing one to
perform offline actions – being contrite.

5.3 Discussion: The Three Patterns of Online Shaming

Based on the case studies, I argue that three patterns of shaming can be determined,
namely 1) Behavioral Labeling, 2) Publification, and 3) Unmasking. The success of
these shaming events is not that significant to this research. That is to say, whether the
shaming events succeed or not will not affect or hide their shaming orientation. The
aim of this section is to delineate the possible shaming patterns and tactics that can be
applied to other similar shaming events.

Basically, all the above patterns of online shaming are caused by respective “triggers”:
1) ordinary deviance, 2) public controversy, and 3) masked scandal. These triggers
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arouse in the perception that an act or some actor is transgressing a social norm and
behaving offensively.

Triggers

Description

Corresponding
Shaming Pattern

Ordinary

The misbehavior (usually mild) people may Behavioral

Deviance

encounter in everyday life, for example eating Labeling
on public transport, weird sitting postures, etc.

Public

The controversial action that triggers heated Publification

Controversy

debate about its appropriateness.

Masked

The alleged-faults hidden by a “wrongdoer” Unmasking

Scandal

that are discovered by others.
Table 5. Types of Shaming Triggers

5.3.1 The First Pattern: Behavioral Labeling
Behavioral labeling is a pattern of shaming that makes a deviant behavior and its
performer become an object of public knowledge. The shaming party and the audience
link the ordinary deviance to an invented identity that is imposed on the targeted
individual. In practice, the targeted individuals are labeled with fictive names that
indicate graphically their misbehavior. Basically, a behavioral label is not confined to
what the misbehavior is, but can also be about the context in which the individual
misbehaves, or the object that reflects the misbehavior.

Names such as Bus Uncle, Miss Durian, Thick Toast and the like are some examples
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of behavioral labels. Bus Uncle refers to a middle-aged man who angrily scolded a
young man on a bus. Miss Durian refers to an office lady who ate durian (the object
symbolizing the misbehavior) on the MTR. Finally, “Think Toast” is a label describing
a mainlander who speaks non-fluent Cantonese, making the slang “none of your
business” sound like the term “thick toast”.

Normally, a behavioral label tells us little, if anything, about the authentic identity of
the targeted individual. What the audience commonly knows is the individual’s
discussable behaviors. After all, the audience recalls such issues not because of the
authentic identity of the particular individual, but because of what that individual has
done. A catchy behavioral label helps people recall what happened. This peculiarity of
behavioral labeling distinguishes it from publification in which a person with a known
identity – a real name and a biography – is turned into a person of public notoriety.

5.3.2 The Second Pattern: “Publification”
The second pattern, “publification” is a reworking of the concept “celebrification”
which refers to the transformation of public figures into celebrities (Driessens
2012:641). For instance, a university professor might become a YouTube star: as in the
case of University of Toronto psychologist Jordan Peterson. By contrast, my concept
of publicization is defined as the “transformation of ordinary people into public figures
with spoiled reputations”. An example is Lam Wai Sze, a hitherto insignificant figure.
As previously mentioned, 1,777 Chinese news articles adopted the name “Lam Wai
Sze” when talking about the issue of a teacher uttering profanities against a police
officer.
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In order to publificate an individual, two specific procedures are required: 1) doxing,
and 2) publicizing. First, doxing is the negative identifying or stigmatizing of a person.
Secondly, publicizing means disseminating the doxed information; a “wrongdoer” is
successfully shamed only when a crowd of strangers knows who he is. In addition, not
only directly shaming but also defending someone will spread a shaming event. In the
case of Lam, affirmers actively supported her and argued with the shamers online,
which in turn made the Lam incident more intense and notorious.

Theoretically speaking, publification only works for incidents whose protagonists are
ordinary people. It is meaningless to make a public figure publicly known again. That
is to say, the purpose of publificating a particular individual is to punish him by
publicizing his information. For example, the name “Lam Wai Sze” is transformed into
a symbol of aggression, political activism, foul-language-speaking teacher and the like.
Such condensation is, to a certain extent, the inversion of behavioral labeling. Whereas
behavioral labeling uses a misbehavior to invent an identity, publification directly
transforms a real name into a behavioral type. To put it another way, through
publification, the authentic identity of a targeted individual is publicly exposed and is
forced to represent a misbehavior.

It should be noted that publification can also be performed in a “positive” way – to
represent a virtue. Chan Cheuk Ming, famously known as “Shum Shui Po Ming Gor37”,
is a typical example. Chan is an owner of a restaurant in Shum Shui Po who offers
cheap and free meals to the lower-class people. His actions have been widely reported

37

Shum Shui Po Ming Gor: “Gor” is the Chinese expression respectfully addressing someone (men);

Ming is the second “first name” of Chan Cheuk Ming.
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by newspapers and shared online, which eventually turned him into a renowned public
figure. His name “Ming Gor” also became a symbol of the conscientious person and
philanthropist. In 2017, Lingnan University even conferred an Honorable Fellowship38
on this once insignificant citizen. In this research, due to my specific focus on online
shaming, I mainly use “publification” in a negative sense (making people infamous
rather than famous).

5.3.3 The Third Pattern: Unmasking
The last pattern of online shaming is what can be called unmasking. By unmasking, I
mainly refer to the action of exposing an apparent truth as false and revealing the “true
character” of a particular individual. In essence, the practice of unmasking assumes
that a particular individual has concealed his faults, and on that basis deceived his
audience in some way.

Unmasking in my sense centers on two key strategies, namely 1) revealing “dark
secrets”, and 2) scandal mining (and retrospective shaming). The first strategy refers
to uncovering the secrets a person conceals; it purports to show that a particular
individual is not what he pretends to be. For example, in the Stanley Cheung incident,
netizens unmasked Cheung’s objectives of visiting Taiwan by claiming that he was a
“hypocrite” who intended to steal glory, and that he was not the positive “life warrior”
of his own presentation.

38

https://www.ln.edu.hk/news/20170920/lingnan-university-to-confer-honorary-fellowships-upon-

five-distinguished-individuals
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The second strategy, namely scandal mining, adapts a term borrowed from politics.
According to Trottier (2018:894), scandal mining is the “practice where individuals or
organizations actively search targeted political actors on open or otherwise accessible
data sources”, and which “involves a prolonged and scattered scrutiny of archived and
often long-forgotten content”. In this research, scandal mining simply refers to the
action of tracing or reconstructing the alleged past scandals of a targeted individual.
Such an action is usually linked with retrospective shaming as well. After the scandals
are mined, netizens will make use of those materials to condemn and unmask further
the targeted individual. In the case of Cheung, netizens alleged that he hid the truth of
his guilt for the 1996 wildfire. Ostensibly, Cheung maintained the image of “life
warrior” since the 1996 wildfire and he actively participated in a variety of social
service. By unmasking Cheung’s past “scandals”, shamers achieved the purposes of
degrading his “total status” and ruining the image he has built and maintained for
around 20 years. No matter whether Cheung’s faults are true or not, “unmaskers”
succeed in making an allegation seem true.

While publification occurs only if the target is an ordinary person, unmasking operates
in the opposite way. That is to say, only if the target is a public figure or a celebrity can
unmasking work. Generally speaking, masked truths can be found everywhere in our
society; it is pointless to reveal every secret and unmask every ordinary individual.
Normally, an ordinary person will undergo the process of publification if his faults
attract public attention or trigger controversies. But because it is not possible to
publificate an already celebrated figure, the only way to shame him (or make him
infamous) is to announce faults that are unknown to the general public. For instance,
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Cheung was a public figure39 before he was publicly shamed in 2015. Unmasking is
especially powerful in creating the shaming effect as it shows the public the “backstage”
of the targeted individual – the inversion of his frontstage image.

Summarizing the above, table 6 shows a comparison between the three patterns and
their specific strategies adopted:

Pattern of Online Shaming

Key Strategies Adopted

Behavioral Labeling

-

Identity (Behavioral Labels) Invention

Publification

-

Doxing

-

Publicizing the Doxed Materials

-

Uncovering “Dark Secrets”

-

Scandal Mining & Retrospective Shaming

Unmasking

Table 6. Comparison of the Patterns of Online Shaming

39

After the 1996 wildfire Cheung suffered, he has worked in voluntary service, served as the President

of the Hong Kong Burns Association and was usually appeared under the spotlight.
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5.4 Conclusion: Some New Dimensions of Online Shaming Patterns

5.4.1 Further Evaluation on the Three Patterns

a) Two Additional Cases: The Grace Cheung Incident and the Chip Tsao “#MeToo”
Incident

Case
The

Description
Grace Grace Cheung is an elderly person. She photographed two

Cheung
Incident 40

secondary school students on the MTR, accused them of not giving
41

(2018)

seats and rallied support in a community group in Facebook.
Ironically, she was in turn shamed by the members of that
community group (whom she believed would endorse her action),

[In Between for she did not even try to ask for seats before she took and exposed
Behavioral

the photos of the two immature students.

Labeling and
Publification] As a consequence, Grace Cheung was labeled “old dead wood”, a
Chinese term recently adopted to criticize the conservative mindset
of elderly people in Hong Kong. Her personal information,
including her name, religious beliefs, familial information was
doxed and exposed. The name “Grace Cheung” was also repeatedly
mentioned during the shaming event.

40

Facebook Group “MOSers”, accessed August 10, 2018,

https://www.facebook.com/groups/maonshanhk/
41

Golden Forum, accessed August 10, 2018,

https://forum.hkgolden.com/view.aspx?message=6711937&page=1
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The

Chip The “#MeToo” movement, a trend originating from American show

Tsao

“#Me business in which women reveal that they have been the victims of

Too”

sexual harassment, spread to Hong Kong recently. Various public

Incident 42
44

43

figures and celebrities participated in this movement.

(2018)
Chip Tsao, a famous male Chinese writer, columnist and celebrity,

[In Between is usually hailed as a wit and a knowledgeable person in Hong Kong.
Publification

In response to the Hong Kong “#MeToo” movement, he satirized

and

the “#MeToo” revealers by mentioning that he was once a victim of

Unmasking]

sexual harassment since his face was touched by a female teacher
during kindergarten years. His actions were believed to criticize
some “#MeToo” revealers for making accusations without concrete
evidence and exaggerating the issues of gender inequality.

This eventually led to a fierce online debate about whether Tsao was
right to make fun of the movement in such a way. While some
netizens condemned Tsao for backstabbing and disrespecting the
female “victims”, others supported Tsao for preventing the sexual
relations becoming too “sensitive”, and defended him against
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strident feminists.
Table 7. Overview of the Grace Cheung and Chip Tsao Cases

b) The Multi-Dimensionality of the Online Shaming Patterns
In Section 5.3, I suggested three typical forms of online shaming, namely Behavioral
Labeling, Publification and Unmasking. Although they differ from each other in nature,
they are not static or mutually exclusive. In the following, as I argue, many of the
online shaming events even lie in the intersection of different shaming patterns.

Firstly, the case of Grace Cheung suggests an alternative way of behavioral labeling.
Grace Cheung was labeled as “old dead wood” due to her “incorrect” accusation
against the two students. The most important point here is that the label “old dead
wood” is not a label exclusively created for Grace Cheung. Rather, she was put under
the umbrella category of “old dead wood” which describes the group of elderly people
who shares the conservative mindset and resists changes.

Secondly, and perhaps more strikingly, unmasking can be attained through
publificating one’s “wrongdoings”. For instance, Chip Tsao was already a public figure,
or even a celebrity in Hong Kong. However, what he has done is not well-known (i.e.
his satire on the claimed-to-be victims). Other than publificating his identity again,
netizens publificated his “faults” to unmask him as an “insensitive” person.

In a nutshell, it is possible for different patterns to co-exist in the same shaming event.
The two additional cases show that certain shaming events may intersect more than
one pattern. Whereas the Grace Cheung Incident resembles behavioral labeling and
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publification, the Chip Tsao “#MeToo” Incident resembles all the three patterns. As
for the case of Grace Cheung, in terms of publification, she became well-known within
a community group because she was behaviorally labeled as the epitome of “old dead
wood”. Besides, the Chip Tsao Incident also embodies behavioral labeling,
publification and unmasking. First, it resembles unmasking as Tsao is unmasked to be
a “non-empathetic” or “complacent” person. In addition, he was re-labeled a “vulgar
wit”, a behavioral label that is sometimes used to satirize Tsao in the past. What is
more, the fact that Tsao was claimed to disrespect women (which he denied) was also
publificated. At least, he was stigmatized as an “opponent” of the Hong Kong
“#MeToo” Movement.

And so we see that the three patterns of online shaming are dynamic and flexible. A
particular online shaming event can intersect or lie between the three suggested
patterns.

5.4.2 Shaming Efforts
In general, behavioral labeling appears to be more commonly seen than publification
and unmasking. One possible reason for this is the fact that behavioral labeling requires
less “shaming effort” than the other two patterns.

Shaming efforts are, as I suggest, the combination of every activity performed during
an online shaming event that intentionally or unintentionally intensifies that shaming
event. The activities that comprise the shaming efforts range from giving a “like” in
Facebook, through reposting a shaming post, to collective condemnation, doxing and
so on. I call these elements “efforts” because they symbolize the “progress” made by
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the shaming participants that turns a controversial issue into a shaming event and
popularizes it.

In fact, a high degree of shaming effort is shown in the two cases discussed in Section
5.2. Shaming participants adopt a diversity of shaming techniques and actively
participate in all phases to achieve the effects of publification and unmasking. For
instance, not only does the Lam Wai Sze Incident consist of collective condemnation,
but also doxing, popularizing and flame wars. Publification only works when all these
criteria are fulfilled. On the one hand, her doxed information is required. On the other
hand, netizens need to accuse her of wrongdoings and link her identity to her
aggressive image. This also applies to the Stanley Cheung Incident, for shamers
effortlessly searched for clues and evidence to flesh out Cheung’s “past scandals”.

In addition, shaming efforts do not solely come from the participation of the shaming
party. They can be unintentionally aided by the defending party as well. Hypothetically
speaking, affirmers and defenders can both leave comments to protect the shamed party.
However, such active participation may in turn popularize the event. In the case of
Lam, affirmers’ anti-shaming actions caused the flame war between the two opposing
parties; the flame war made the shaming event more public as well. Due to the “rich
get richer principle” suggested in Chapter 2, affirmers’ reactions made the Lam
incident remain a heated debate; this in turn amplified the publification of Lam.

Among the three patterns, behavioral labeling appears to require the least collective
online activities. The major task of publification and unmasking is to dox for the
authentic identity and the personal information of a stranger. But in behavioral labeling,
only an invented identity that gains audience’s recognition is required. More
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importantly, it is not necessary for shamers to persuade the audience to accept and
support the behavioral label. As a matter of fact, not all the audience do endorse the
labels of “Bus Uncle” or “Miss Durian”, but they broadly understand the meanings of
these labels. In such a case, shamers can simply achieve their goals of shaming by
making a label stick and become common language - without any attempt at
investigating who the real targeted individual is. However, doxing and scandal mining,
which are a series of time-consuming actions collectively performed by shamers, are
key to publification and unmasking. The fact that behavioral labeling demands
comparatively less effort, enables it to be more commonly used and more successful
in its shaming goals.

5.4.3 The Roles: The Collective Power
One commonality of online shaming events is the four roles shaming participants play,
namely 1) shamers, 2) endorsers, 3) affirmers, and 4) defenders. In fact, aside from
defender, the other three roles should be always mentioned in a plural form,
particularly for shamers. In other words, there is no individual shamer online, but
rather a group of shamers.

Shamers are a crowd of strangers. No matter which pattern an online shaming event
employs (i.e. behavioral labeling, publification or unmasking), it consists of at least
more than one shamer. This is evident in the aforementioned four cases. If there is only
one person disapproving of or condemning a particular individual, the former
individual is nothing more than a complainant. In the cases of Lam and Cheung,
shamers’ shaming practice did not take place in only one platform, but in a variety of
online spaces; numerous disapproving comments were recorded as well. Only by
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collective comments will a person be shamed.

Historical public shaming events are no exception. According to Sterns (2017), men
who committed adultery in ancient Gortyn, a city of Crete, were forced to cross-dress
in public. Sterns (2017:26) considers this might increase the “emotional burden” on
the shamed individual, particularly because he was publicly watched. In pre-modern
Scotland, the punishment of “Scold’s Bridles” was regarded as a form of “communal
shame punishment”, in which an accused misbehaved woman was forced to wear
brank and parade under the gaze of the public (Nash and Kilday 2010:31-35). Both
examples suggest that shaming requires the involvement of the collective.

Online shaming works in a similar fashion. The online participation of shamers in
online shaming is of equal importance to the bodily-presence of audience in historical
shaming. More specifically, shamers’ online participation is usually materialized by
performing online actions such as leaving comments. For example, in the Stanley
Cheung Incident, a large amount of shaming effort was expended by various
individuals, often synchronizing with each other (e.g. in the accusation of Cheung’s
“wrongdoings”, the set up of the “crime unit”, the collective condemnation of Cheung,
mining Cheung’s “past scandals”, etc.). In short, without active support from outsiders
an online shaming event is very unlikely to occur.

5.4.4 Concluding Remarks: Moral Time, Moral Panics and Online Shaming

a) Connecting Moral Time to Selected Online Shaming Cases
Although I have listed a number of shaming triggers in Section 5.3, it is still unclear
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about why they are conflictual and why some actions are defined as right, but some
are not. For example, in the case of Lam Wai Sze, it is still underexplained why the
shamers were so agitated, and why Lam’s affirmers were so sensitive to shamers’
actions. Similarly, regarding Stanley Cheung’s case, why were the shamers so
participatory in mining and judging Cheung’s “past scandals”? Based on the theory of
moral time (Black 2011), it is not difficult to see that all these conflicts, or triggers, are
actually caused by movements of moral time.

The Lam Wai Sze Incident: Movements of Cultural Time
The trigger of the Lam Wai Sze Incident represents two movements of cultural time:
1) the conflict between Lam’s use of profanity and traditional Chinese culture, and 2)
the conflict between shamers and affirmers.

The first is “over-innovation”. According to Black (2011:109), over-innovation means
that “new culture clashes with old culture… the more culture deviates from the past
and the faster it does so, the more conflict it causes.” In this case, Lam’s actions
diverged from traditional Chinese culture. In the eyes of the shamers, teachers should
be restrained and show self-discipline. Profanity is fundamentally at odds with such
an expectation.

The second conflict between shamers and affirmers, namely the flame war, is caused
by “under-innovation” - “a rejection of new culture” (Black 2011:129). In this regard,
the affirmers satirized and re-shamed the shamers because the shamers stifled variety,
forbidding people from acting differently from tradition and conventions. For example,
according to the general opinions of the affirmers, even if Lam is a teacher, she still
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has the right to express her thoughts freely.

The Stanley Cheung Incident: Movements of Relational Time
Unlike the case of Lam, the trigger of the Stanley Cheung Incident is the decrease in
relational time - under-exposure (a type of under-intimacy). According to Black
(2011:51), under-exposure occurs when people “fail to reveal enough about who they
are and what they do, who and what they know, or what they think and feel”. Basically,
the case of Cheung involves two movements of relational time: 1) the accusation that
he masked his real intention for visiting the victims of the Taiwan Fun Coast Explosion
– to steal glory; 2) the accusation that Cheung was guilty for the 1996 wildfire, and
that he pretended to be a “life warrior”.

Logically speaking, one prerequisite for being a public figure or celebrity is to make
some of one’s private information public. For example, Cheung gained media
exposure mainly because two of his life events were publicized: 1) his past - that he
survived from the 1996 wildfire; and 2) his trip to Taipei – in which he claimed to give
help to the victims of the Fun Coast Explosion in 2016. What is problematic here is
that netizens suspect the authenticity of Cheung’s stories; they thought that Cheung
deceived them into giving him their support.

Concealment, not to mention deception, is a typical form of under-exposure. In
Cheung’s case, the second “deception” (1996 wildfire) causes more conflict than the
first one (2016 Taipei trip), for the general public was deceived and made to believe a
masked truth for nearly twenty years from 1996. The relational space between Cheung
and his audience rapidly and suddenly increased after the shamers made the allegations.
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Moral Time and the Triggers of Online Shaming
The above analysis neither aim to prove the guilt of the two protagonists nor to
determine whether the shaming events are appropriate or not. To do otherwise would
turn this investigation into a personal value judgment instead of a scientific
sociological research (Campbell and Manning 2018). In essence, this section aims to
show how online shaming is caused by the movement of moral time.

However, there is no universal law and formula specifying which type of moral time
causes which type of online shaming. For instance, the movements of moral time of
the two additional cases (Grace Cheung and Chip Tsao) are different from that of the
initial two cases (Stanley Cheung and Lam Wai Sze). The Grace Cheung Incident
resulted from under-innovation, for she adhered to the belief that youngsters should
always spontaneously give their seats to elderly people. In the meantime, it is also a
result of over-involvement (a type of over-intimacy) – “a trespass” (Black 2011:22).
This is because Grace Cheung photographed two strangers who are not even adults,
infringing their private zone in some ways.

In the unmasking event of Chip Tsao, rather than relational time, we see movements
of cultural time: over-innovation and over-traditionalism. On the one hand, he made
fun of the serious “#MeToo” Movement which claims to protect women. On the other
hand, by satirizing the “#MeToo” incidents for being non-evidential, he was alleged to
be disrespectful of women rights – a man of traditional masculine prejudices.

In this regard, the explanation of moral time is subjected to the nature of the online
shaming events since every trigger (or conflict) is unique in some ways. All in all,
moral time is mainly a broad framework for understanding the nature of online
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shaming: whether an online shaming event will intensify depends on the movement of
social time; the greater the movement, the more intensified the online shaming event
will be.

b) Moral Panics and Online Shaming
Whatever pattern an online shaming event takes (behavioral labeling, publification, or
unmasking), it is fundamentally the embodiment of moral panic. The term moral panic
refers to the fear triggered by a perceived threat to social norms that may harm social
solidarity. According to Cohen (1972/2002), moral panic involves a number of key
players, and those most relevant to this research are: moral entrepreneurs, mass media,
the public, and folk devils. In Cohen’s words, in the outburst of moral panics, moral
entrepreneurs (a citizen, a politician, etc) denounce the deviant and define right and
wrong; mass media then “amplify deviance” by labeling the deviant (turning him to a
“folk devil”) and publicizing (or even exaggerating) the event.

Online shaming operates similarly. The shaming party, shamers in particular, are the
moral entrepreneurs who initiate a shaming event – who tell the public what deviance
and norms are. In the meantime, they perform the role of mass media, for the online
world empowers them with dissemination power. In the period Cohen studied – the
60s - traditional mass media such as newspapers were the means by which moral
panics were spread. By contrast, in the 21st century in which the online world is
dominant, traditional mass media is not as significant as it once was. Shamers are
empowered to disseminate the shaming materials by themselves through the online
network; they are also the ones who shape deviant individuals into “folk devils”
through shaming efforts.
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All in all, this chapter has examined how online shaming is generally triggered,
developed and practiced. In Chapter 6, I put my emphasis on a more interactionist
dimension – how and why people participate in online shaming.
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6.1 Introduction

This chapter revolves around the discussion on the interview findings; it is divided into
four thematic sections. Whereas the first three sections focus on my analysis of online
shaming, the last section attempts to offer a more generalized understanding on online
interaction.

First, Section 6.2 depicts the different ways a person can engage in online shaming
events. By offering a typology of the modes of participation, I argue that a person is
not confined to choosing between action and inaction; other options are available. The
section that follows (Section 6.3) describes three major categories of motivation for
people’s shaming participation.

The discussion of online shaming mainly ends with Section 6.4. There I suggest an
element that is most fundamental to one’s online shaming participation, namely the
sense of companions. In the last section, I explain the two major orientations of online
interaction in general – face encoding and face withdrawal.
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6.2 The People: Participants in Online Shaming Events

Every action or interaction can be seen in either one of two ways: action and inaction.
For the ease of discussion, I call them “shaming engagement” and “shaming
disengagement” respectively. Simply speaking, shaming engagement means that
netizens engage in a shaming event either in an active or passive way. In general, the
online actions involved in shaming engagements are: 1) sharing a post, 2) leaving
comments, and 3) giving “likes”, etc. By contrast, shaming disengagement refers to
one’s disengagement from a shaming event; people either ignore the event or actively
avoid being involved in it.

Yet netizens’ choices of participation in online shaming are more diverse and multidimensional than the simple dichotomy between shaming engagement and shaming
disengagement suggest. I call this diversity “modes of participation”. Four modes can
be identified, namely 1) Deliberate Engagement, 2) Unintentional Shaming, 3) Active
Inaction, and 4) Apathetic Disengagement. While the first two belong to the category
of shaming engagement, the last two fall into the category of shaming disengagement.

6.2.1 Shaming Engagement: Deliberate Engagement and Unintentional Shaming

a)

Deliberate Engagement

Deliberate engagement is an intentional and active mode of shaming participation,
regardless of the role the participants perform (e.g. shamers or affirmers). Deliberate
participants are determined and goal-oriented; their participation is a means to attain
specific goals. Basically, two types of deliberate engagement exist, namely deliberate
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shaming (including endorsing) and deliberate defending. Whereas the former means
that netizens actively shame a targeted individual, the latter means that netizens
actively defend a shamed individual against condemnation.

During the discussion with the interviewees, they gave a wide range of reasons for
their active participation in the online shaming events. Although it is not the aim of
this research to capture every possible intention for deliberate engagement, some
examples of their reasons can be used to understand how this mode of participation
operates. Mr. T, who has shamed someone online, suggested that the motivation for
deliberate shaming is to express opposition to a misbehavior. He remarks:

“I’ve watched a video clip about a student beaten by a group of people. I have
participated in the shaming event of those people [the “beaters”], like reposting and
leaving comments. This is because I think such an action was very brutal and
intolerable, which made me express my opinion. It was really unacceptable to me,
and was beyond belief…”

Likewise, Ms. D has been a deliberate endorser by sharing a shaming post with others.
The rationale behind her actions is to call for a change in society. She put it as follows:

“I think such a way [online shaming] can help make some changes, or at least
help arouse others’ awareness through the Internet. But I have no idea whether it
will eventually bring about the changes.”

By contrast, deliberate defending is the action of supporting a shamed individual and
opposing the shaming party. For example, Mr. A told me that he has purposefully
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defended a person in the past. One of his friends, who owns a café and keeps a cat
there, had been accused by a customer of mistreating the cat and was later shamed in
a local discussion forum. Obviously, one reason why Mr. A actively participated in this
shaming event is because the shaming target is his friend. But the most important point,
for Mr. A, was speaking the truth. As he said:

“I have actually visited that cat before and bought it some food. But it didn’t eat
at all since my friend feeds it very regularly and treats it very well… I have left
comments there [in the discussion forum] to defend him.”

b)

Unintentional Shaming

Online shaming participants are not always as active and intentional as deliberate
participants are. One distinctive mode of participation that lies between action and
inaction is what can be called “unintentional shaming” - online actions that
inadvertently shame a particular individual. In essence, unintentional shamers do not
mean to couple themselves to the shaming party; they do not even notice that their
actions are a component of a shaming practice.

This type of participant can be best illustrated by one of my interviewees - Mr. G.
According to him, it was only after events were publicly reported did he realize that
his online comments and reposting actions had incrementally turned him into a shamer
(or endorser). As he put it:

“Somehow [I] have engaged. Maybe I have actually done it [shame others
online], but I wasn’t aware of this when I engaged in the shaming event... Most of
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them [the things that he shamed online] are about politics such as the case of Choi
Yuen Village. I only noticed it [the fact that he was shaming others] when more and
more people engaged in and talked about such an issue. Before then I did not notice
that I was engaging in a shaming event, and I was shaming others.”

In fact, during the interview, I observed that his face looked rather troubled when he
talked about whether he has shamed someone or not. He also repeated the expression
“unaware of” several times. This, to a certain extent, showed that Mr. G was perplexed
about his shaming experiences.

More generally, it is often difficult for outsiders to tell whether a shamer intentionally
or unintentionally shames others by merely studying the virtual documents (i.e. their
online comments), for unintentional shaming is also an action performed with a
specific goal in mind. For example, Mr. G originally tried to express his opinion about
certain issues. He later elaborated:

“This [the fact the he chooses to act, or unintentionally shame others] is because
I have a stance, and I want to express my opinion to let others know.”

In this case, unintentional shaming appears to be a by-product of, or an unintended
consequence of, an online action that aims to achieve other non-shaming objectives.
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6.2.2 Shaming Disengagement: Active Inaction and Apathetic Disengagement

a) Active Inaction
The third mode of participation, namely active inaction, refers to the way that netizens
spontaneously disengage themselves from an online shaming event. Instead of being
only a mode of participation, it is also an interaction strategy. Fundamentally, it bears
a close resemblance to Goffman’s face-to-face concept of civil inattention – that
strangers in a public space tend to avoid others’ gaze. In the online world, some
interviewees also seem resistant to be known by other netizens. Even if they have an
opinion on a certain shaming event, they restrain themselves from giving any response.
This is because they believe that shaming engagements may have negative impacts on
them. Therefore, interestingly, inaction in this sense is an actively-calculated choice
instead of a passive non-event.

Basically, two rationales lie behind choosing this mode of participation. First,
interviewees believed that any form of participation may in turn stimulate the event,
and their ultimate aim is to diminish the popularity of an online shaming event. Mr. G,
a member of an indie band, was accused of music plagiarism by certain online listeners.
As a shamed individual, he hesitated to deliberately defend himself. He suggested that
the best way to stop the shaming event is to avoid himself from appearing in the
shaming posts. As he put it:

“I didn’t participate in such an event. If I [as a defender] did make a comment
there, or if I said something incorrect, people will then quickly respond to what I
commented or what I wrongly said.”
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Second, to the interviewees, participating in online shaming events is a potentiallyrisky action, for they are afraid of attracting negative attention or becoming another
shaming target. For example, Ms. D was deeply aware that netizens will try every
means to attack their “opponents”. According to her:

“I can change nothing [stop netizens from shaming others] at all. If you oppose
those people [the shamers or endorsers], they will then rise together and attack you
such as doxing you and exposing your personal information.”

b) Apathetic Disengagement
Another type of shaming disengagement is what can be called apathetic disengagement,
which means that netizens are completely indifferent to the online shaming events.
Active inaction suggests that an individual intentionally avoids and stops himself from
appearing in an online shaming event. Apathetic disengagement, however, suggests
that people do not even bother to be involved in these events and do not pay much
attention to them.

Some of the interviewees seemed to be rather “shaming-apathetic”: they found it
meaningless to be involved in any kind of online shaming event. In other words, online
shaming events appear to be unimportant and irrelevant to them. Mr. S, who has never
engaged in a shaming event, is a typical example. As he said:

“No, I never engaged in… I think it [engaging in online shaming events] is quite
silly. Most of the [shaming] issues are not that serious at all… It is pointless to engage
in it [online shaming].”
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This view was echoed by Mr. U:

“[I] have no interest in it [engaging in online shaming events], I seldom express
my opinion about these events. People have their freedom [to express their opinions],
I won’t intervene.”

We can summarize the four modes of participation thus45:

Figure 2. Comparison of the Modes of Participation

45

Shaming intention (y-axis) refers to whether netizens intend or are willing to participate or appear in

shaming events (in whatever roles). Participation (x-axis) refers to whether netizens really participate
in the shaming events or not.
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6.2.3 The Flexibility of Shaming Participation
We have seen that shaming participation consists of two phenomena: the roles of
participation, and the modes of participation. The former defines four particular roles
specifying what people do in an online shaming event: shamers, endorsers, affirmers
and defender. The latter suggests the ways that people participate in these events:
deliberate engagement, unintentional shaming, active inaction, and apathetic
disengagement. This distinction suggest that online shaming has several permutations.

The online world offers netizens the freedom of participation. Being a deliberate
shamer in one post does not necessarily mean that a person is always a deliberate
shamer; a deliberate shamer in one event can turn into an unintentional shamer in
another event. Based on my interviews, Mr. A and Mr. G best illustrate this fact. As
previously mentioned, Mr. A deliberately defended a shamed individual who is his
friend; he also actively disengaged himself from other shaming events he encountered
and preferred discussing such issues with his friends face-to-face. As for Mr. G, who
was once a shaming target, he tried not to make an overt response to criticisms against
him. Despite this, he did engage in other events, shared his opinions and found that he
had unintentionally shamed others as a result.

6.3 The Three Categories of Motivation for Online Shaming Participation

Although it is not the objective of this research to describe every possible intention for
a shaming engagement, it is important to document the main reasons why people
shame or defend someone online. Based on the responses of my interviewees, the
intentions for shaming participation can be grouped under three major categories – 1)
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moral judgement, 2) emotional catharsis, and 3) practical consideration.

6.3.1 The First Category – Moral Judgement

a) Judging Persons Guilty or Innocent
The most obvious and straightforward reason for shaming engagement is to judge
whether the shaming target is guilty for or innocent of the accused misbehaviors. On
the one hand, the shaming party aims to publicly denounce the particular individual as
a wrongdoer. On the other hand, to the defending party, shaming engagement is a way
to tell the truth – to state that the shaming event is a false accusation.

As for shaming, Mr. H was explicit:

“They [shamers] hope to focus on the things that they find are unjust, and take
the corresponding action to judge [the wrongdoer]…”

Similarly, when discussing the Lam Wai Sze Incident46, Mr. S, who initially told me
that he has not participated in any shaming event, later stated that he found it
reasonable to publicize a person’s wrongdoings. As he put it:

“… it (the Lam incident) should be made public... because she publicly insulted
other people, and it is totally wrong for a teacher to speak foul language. [We can]
see the real person and her behavior in this video... it (the video) was vivid so that

46

See Chapter 5
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you could see her misdoings..."

In terms of defense, some interviewees explained that they know the “truth” and intend
to vindicate the shamed individuals. For example, one of the interviewees, Mr. H,
admitted that he has defended a number of shamed individuals. Although he could not
think of a concrete example, he stated that the purpose of his participation is to stand
up for the truth and to fight against lopsided criticisms. According to him,

"I have (defended others) before for certain videos... I knew that I have engaged.
I understand that that event is not as it shown (on the Internet), so I left some comments
that are of the opposite position (anti-shaming). The motivation is that I really think
that such a thing (what people were shaming) is not true, and also I think those
comments are too subjective, and it has emotional implications."

Similarly, Ms. F explicitly referred to her deliberate defense as the only way to help
the “innocent shamed individual”:

“If the shamed individual is innocent, I will share it [the shaming post] to let more
people know [the truth]. This may somehow help that innocent individual. If more
attention [from other people] is drawn to those events, [I can] somehow show them
[the innocent individuals] a kind of support, or positive power… This may help him
or her… Because I really don’t know what I can do to help, the only thing I can
think of is to share or give likes to certain posts to help [rally support for the shamed
individual].”
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b) Announcing Adhered Norms and Values
Not only does shaming engagement judge someone guilty or innocent. It also
announces that participants expressly adhered to norms and values – what they
consider right and wrong to be. For example, when talking about his shaming
experience, Mr. T stated that the shamed individual violates and offends his “beliefs.”
In this regard, by shaming the individual, he aimed to clarify what is socially
unacceptable. To quote from him again:

“… I think such a matter was very brutal and intolerable… It’s really
unacceptable to me, and it goes against my beliefs… This made me leave comments
and give a response there.”

In addition, Mr. G indicated that he participates in shaming events because he wants
to express his viewpoints on the relevant issues. As he said:

“I have a stance, and I want to express and tell others my opinions [on these
issues] …”

In one case, Mr. I even considered shaming engagement as a means to protect “fairness
and righteousness”. According to him:

“To some extent, they [the shamers] aim to make things fairer, more righteous
and more just… this type of engagement is not rewarded monetarily; they want [to
protect] fairness and righteousness.”
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6.3.2 The Second Category: Emotional Catharsis

a)

Venting Discontents

Shaming engagement can be taken as a means to vent discontents accumulated faceto-face – an online revenge for offline displeasure. A number of interviewees remarked
that distasteful incidents usually occurred in the offline world. Most people appear to
tolerate these incidents, to avoid provoking conflict. This tolerance may result in pent
up dissatisfaction.

Both Mr. H and Ms. F describe this with the example of giving up seats on public
transport. In the real world, netizens are sometimes forced to give up their seats or
deterred from taking a seat on the MTR. As a consequence, if they encounter
comparable discussion topics online (i.e. shaming events concerning the use of priority
seats), they may aggressively respond to these posts to release their negative emotions.
According to Mr. H:

“Maybe they have similar [unpleasant] experiences, maybe they didn’t get the
seats, even if they have the need to take a seat on train… It is easy for Hong Kong
people to have a desire for seats. [But it is sometimes difficult for them to sit on the
train due to priority seating arrangements]… Since they don’t have an opportunity
to release their negative emotions, they will engage [in online shaming events] very
actively when they see those videos. This is because they know how it feels and have
similar [unpleasant] experiences.”

For Ms. F:
“…

such issues happen very frequently. For example, the controversy over the
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use of priority seats is nothing new, there are a lot of similar cases. Many teenagers
expressed that they have been heavily criticized on the internet because they did not
give the seats to the elderly. Therefore, since these issues happen too frequently and
they made netizens [who are mainly young people] more and more dissatisfied, they
then leave comments [shaming the elderly] actively to express their feelings.”

b)

Feeling Disgusted

Netizens also participate in online shaming events because they feel disgusted by what
they encounter (i.e. a deviant behavior). While the above sub-section focused on the
“catharsis” of offline discontents, this sub-section stresses the immediate feelings of
disgust at the incident.

Both Mr. A and Ms. J used the Yuen Long Mutton Restaurant Case as an example to
explain this. In this case, a customer photographed the owner of a Yuen Long restaurant
when he was handling a dead animal body (which looked like a dog); the customer
then accused the restaurant of selling dog meat. As a result, the restaurant and its owner
were shamed seriously and became notorious online. However, the restauranteur was
later vindicated; the so-called “dog meat” were actually mutton.

Unlike the examples given in Section 6.3.2a, the netizens in this shaming event did not
necessarily undergo the same kind of unpleasant experience in the past. Rather, they
condemned the restauranteur because they were disgusted in looking at the purported
“dog-killing” photo. They presumed that the restauranteur was cheating his customers.
For example, Mr. A affirmed that he had “a similar feeling” (of anger) when he “saw
it (the photograph) the first time”. This disgust feeling immediately prompted a
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shaming intention. As he put it,

“Most of the people did not know what it is about. In fact, I have a similar feeling
when I saw it at first [the goat-cooking photos, that were claimed to be photos of
dogs]. I believe 90% of them [the shamers] did not actually go to that restaurant before.
They did not know what is going on and they did not try to carefully think about all the
things. But they then criticize… It is a kind of emotional action, or they were incited
[by the shaming materials]…”

6.3.3 The Third Category: Practical Intervention

Making Face-to-Face Impact
The last type of motivation concerns the participants’ view of how the online world
may influence the offline world. In one case, the interviewee treated shaming
engagement as a way to bring about positive social change.

Ms. D, as previously mentioned, endorsed a shaming event. The event centered on a
film crew (consisting entirely of final-year university students and fresh graduates)
that did not get paid by a film company; the shaming targets included the film industry
in general and the executives of the production companies concerned. On the one hand,
Ms. D hoped to raise students’ awareness about the raw deal their fellows were getting.
On the other hand, she intended, by publicizing such an event, to exert pressure on the
local film industry to undergo structural change She said:

“I think they [the film crew] should be paid, at least, even some money for a meal.
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That’s why I shared it [the shaming post]… there will be more students and fresh
graduates coming [to work in the filming industry]… I think the Internet is somehow
capable of [making changes]. What I really want to do is to seek change [to reduce
inequality].”

6.4 Discussion: The Intersubjectivity of Online Shaming Participation

6.4.1 The Sense of Companions

a) Introduction
In the previous sections, I discussed four significant dimensions that are key to online
shaming – 1) the modes of participation47, 2) the roles of participation48, 3) the triggers
of online shaming49, and 4) the intensions for participation50. Different participants
may have different intentions and choices of participation. What prompts, then, the
decision to act or not act in a specific way online? Based on the interview findings,
supplemented by the documentary findings in Chapter 5, I argue that there is a moving
force driving netizens to make the various decisions described above, particularly

47

The modes of participation include: deliberate engagement, unintentional shaming, active inaction,

and apathetic disengagement
48

The roles of participation include: shamers, endorsers, affirmers, and defender

49

Shaming triggers are the movements of moral (social) time – ordinary deviance, public controversies,

and masked scandals
50

Possible shaming intentions include: moral judgement, emotional catharsis, and practical

consideration
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regarding the participation modes (i.e. shaming engagement versus active inaction). I
call this driving force the sense of companions.

The sense of companions refers to a netizen’s capacity to perceive the existence of
similar others – people who share related opinions on a certain issue. In other words,
the sense of companions tells a person that he is not alone in making a certain choice
of shaming participation; there is or will be someone acting in a similar way as he does.
This is evident in the case of shamers. For example, shamers who comment in a
shaming post serve as the “companions” of other shamers on this topic; their active
participation gives each a sense of collectivity and the confidence to contribute.
Hypothetically speaking, even if a person wishes to judge someone guilty (the first
category of intention), it is unlikely that he will do so if he considers that his will be
an isolated accusation.

During the interviews with Mr. A and Ms. D, both of them remarked that netizens may
develop their “identities” through collectively shaming someone. Based on their
further elaboration, I discovered that the term “identities,” as they used it, actually
referred to the sense of companions mentioned in this section. For example, Ms. D
suggested that she will get a feeling of belongingness if other netizens act similarly to
her. As she explained:

“If I leave some comments on the Internet, and I am with ‘the whole world’
(have the support of the majority of people), I will have a feeling that I belong to a
group.”

Another interviewee, Ms. J, has a similar view: although online shamers are strangers
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to each other in the offline world, by acting in a common way online (i.e. collective
condemnation), they may feel a bond between each other. According to her:

“If someone says something, [it is also possible that] they [the shamers] will say
some similar things accordingly. There is some sort of ‘social connectedness’ [when
netizens find that they share similar opinions]. Although they do not know each
other actually, there seems to have a feeling that people are gathering together to
give comments on something.”

b) The Episodic / Ad-Hoc Nature of Online Shaming Events
My concept of “sense of companions” has some similarities to Randall Collins’s
concept of “emotional energy”; both concepts refer to the social causes of motivation.
A major difference, however, is that whereas emotional energy can be long-lasting
(though it not always is), the sense of companions is always episodic and ad-hoc.

In Collins’s view, a successful interaction ritual generates high and positive emotional
energy; the higher the emotional energy, the more likely the interactant is to act in
similar encounters in the future. That is to say, the emotional energy retrieved in
previous encounters may influence an interactant’s choices of behaviors in the next
encounter. Emotional energy, therefore, lasts for at least two encounters. More
importantly, in a Durkheimian fashion, a successful ritual and its result of high
emotional energy may produce social solidarity among the interactants. For instance,
a group of football supporters will typically support – follow, cheer for, wear the
clothes of - the same football club again and again. From that support, a sense of
identity and solidarity emerges.
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However, that logic does not apply to the operation of the sense of companions. In
essence, the sense of companions works on a case-by-case basis; it appears and
disappears in every “shaming encounter” – the shaming post. As previously mentioned,
a shamer on one occasion can become an affirmer, or even a defender (a shamed
individual) in the next. In other words, the roles of netizens can be very different in
different online shaming events. And because the companionship of the shaming
participants may change per case, it is unable to motivate the same group of netizens
(e.g. shamers) to gather together to engage in other online shaming events again. For
example, Mr. G, who clearly expressed his standpoints of the Choi Yuen Village
incident, later became a shamed individual in another personal event (accusation of
music plagiarism). In the Choi Yuen Village incident, his companions are the shaming
party and its potential “members”. By contrast, in his own shaming event, his
companions were the affirmers. It is highly unlikely that his shamer-companions in the
first event will convert to his affirmer-companions in the second. This suggests that a
sense of companions is far more fragmented in online shaming events than it is in the
kind of interaction events described by Collins.

c) The Majority Nature and the Predictive Nature
The sense of companions can be most easily found in “mainstream opinion” or public
opinion. If shamers are the majority of shaming participants, the potential shamers
(people who tend to shame but are yet to do so) will gain a strong sense of
companionship from the existing shamers. According to Mr. A, most people prefer
supporting the majority to being isolated. For instance, as he said:
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“Hypothetically speaking, every event consists of a majority and a minority.
Most people will leave comments or give response if they are the majority… People
normally hesitate to be [or to show they are] the minority, and they don’t want their
minoritized comments to provoke the majority into criticizing them. Therefore, [most
likely,] they won’t express anything or respond to anything.”

Mr. A’s thoughts also explain why some netizens choose active inaction. For example,
some people who are in the minority (i.e. potential affirmers) may avoid appearing in
online shaming events to prevent themselves from being targeted by the majority (i.e.
shamers). However, this does not necessarily mean that the minority will never act.
Even if there is only a weak sense of companions, it is still possible for netizens to
engage in online shaming events if they can anticipate that there will be similar others
as allies. Moreover, actively engaging in online shaming events can itself give the
potential participants a sense of companions. In other words, the minority’s shaming
engagement can be regarded as a way to rally support and motivate potential
companions to act. This also explains the reason why Ms. F 51 , an affirmer, would
actively seek out other affirmers to defend the shamed individuals.

Based on the above, the sense of companions is usually a matter of prediction or
probability. Before action or inaction, potential shaming participants anticipate
whether their engagement will get support. On the one hand, people are more likely to
engage if a certain opinion is likely to attract companions. On the other hand, if they
think that they can hardly identify “companions”, they will choose the strategy of

51

See the section of “Judging Persons Guilty or Innocent” in Section 6.3.1 a) The First Category –

Moral Judgement
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active inaction. For example, as Ms. D directly stated:

“If I type the term ‘old dead wood’, there will definitely be a lot of people go
along with me.”

Even though a person makes a prediction before acting, this prediction may, of course,
turn out to be wrong. Grace Cheung, the protagonist of the Grace Cheung Incident52,
best exemplifies the incorrect prediction of companionship. As previously mentioned,
Grace Cheung intended to shame two students for not giving up seats; however, she
was in turn shamed by a large group of netizens in a Facebook community group. This
can be attributed to two particular reasons. First, she mistakenly assumed that her
action would mobilize support; she had a false sense of companions. Second, she was
ignorant of the fact that she was in a group where the majority is a group of like-minded
people who are the younger generation and usually opposed to the rationale of giving
up seats.

Finally, in addressing the questions raised in the beginning of this section – why, when
and how to act or not to act online, three concluding statements can be drawn:

1. Why – People act because they know that they are supported, or that they
are likely to gain support.

2. When – People act when they feel a sense of companions; the greater the

52

See Section 5.4.1 a) Two Additional Cases: The Grace Cheung Incident and Chip Tsao #MeToo

Incident in Chapter 5.
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“sense” is, the more likely they are to act, and vice versa.

3. How – People act in accordance to how their companions act.

The sense of companions is the most fundamental reason for, and purpose of every
action in online shaming.

6.4.2 Indexical Expressions: The Conflict-Laden Character of Framed Materials
Shaming materials are framed and lopsided, for they reveal only part of reality. As I
argue, these materials are abstracted from the shamer’s overall performance, and
highlighted for the sake of augmenting its topicality. These framed materials, in other
words, are a form of “indexical expressions” – expressions that can be understood
differently if they are put into different contexts. As it is impossible for netizens to
know what happens thoroughly, they can only make assumptions based on what they
have at hand – the framed materials – to construct the picture of the events.

In one of the interview sessions, I showed interviewees some pictures and videos
(shaming materials) and asked them to respond to those scenarios. Interestingly, most
of them doubted if those materials could reveal the truth. For example, Ms. J admitted
that she found it socially unacceptable and unreasonable when she saw the photo below
(Figure 3) at first. However, she later questioned the trustworthiness of such a photo.
According to her:
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Figure 3. Shaming Materials Adopted in the Interview Guide

“I don't know what actually happens. For example, [I don't know] the reason
why she behaved like this. Maybe there are a number of reasons such as she broke
her legs and so on..."

This view was also shared by Mr. A and Mr. U. When discussing the reliability of the
shaming materials in general, both of them suggested that these materials only show a
specific episode without explaining its background. Based on certain “framed
moments”, shamers make assumptions to fill up the blueprint of a shaming event. This
corresponds to Turner (2012:688)’s explanation that participants or onlookers of an
encounter “constructs a vision of reality” (e.g. oral account, textual description, etc.)
and tells the outsiders “what is real in their situation”. As Mr. U argued:

“ You don’t know whether it’s true or not… They [the shaming materials] can
be possibly faked. They may record a particular action [misbehavior], but the
protagonists can be unintentional [of misbehaving] at all.”
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Similarly, when talking about the accusation of animal maltreatment against his friend,
Mr. A explained:

“They [the shamers] never know whether my friend has mistreated the cat, and
they didn’t know the shape, and the original size of the cat. They only saw its photo
or met it once, and then kept saying that my friend has mistreated the cat. Basically,
this is emotionally-driven.”

More importantly, only topical events are worth-capturing and will be popularized
online. As mentioned, although Ms. J thought that Figure 2 was misleading, she did
not hesitate to admit that she felt offended when she first saw it. Moreover, as discussed
in Section 6.3.2b, when Mr. A came across the photos of a purported dog-meat-selling
restaurant, he found it outrageous. According to him:

“Most of the people did not know what it is about. In fact, I have a similar
feeling [i.e. anger] when I saw them at first [the goat-cooking photos that were
claimed to be photos of dogs.]

It is a kind of emotional action…”

What is more, Mr. B even described the shaming materials as “funny”; he suggested
that these materials interest him and allow him to have communication topics with his
friends. As he said:

“I always engage in [online shaming events]. I frequently watch those videos
[shaming materials] on Facebook. I give all of them a “like’ since they are really
funny. I will also tag some of my friends to take a look at such posts… to have topics
for communication.”
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In everyday life, only exceptional behaviors that appear to deviate from normality
would warrant interest. For this reason, these behaviors are often captured and
circulated online. While as a rule the initiators do witness these “unruly” behaviors,
the framed materials they upload are often colored with their subjective feeling and
selective perception. Framing tends to mislead and polarize netizens, as the use of
indexical expressions is being mediated by the internet. As individuals are denied the
chance of immediate clarifications and mutual adjustments, online interaction lacks a
viable mechanism of resolving misunderstandings and avoiding conflicts. In this
situation, netizens are left to themselves to imagine about the shamed individual and
his or her “problematic” behaviors. They do not bother to consider whether the reality
could be fundamentally at odds with its online representation.

6.4.3 The Interwoven Stages: Online and Offline
The online world, and online shaming phenomenon in particular, appears to work as a
form of control that regulates people’s face-to-face behaviors. Similar to the concept
of new visibility, every ordinary person is put under the limelight. Metaphorically, they
are put on stage and their everyday behavior is visible to, and monitored by others –
the audience. If a person performs certain unusual behaviors, he will possibly become
the protagonist of a framed “shaming event”.

Actually, a number of interviewees explained that the popularity of online shaming
deters them from acting in an unusual way. For example, Ms. L remarked that she
avoids sitting on public transport due to her concern that she may accidentally become
a shaming target. As she put it:
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“I am afraid of sitting on priority seats, even if there are only a few people in the
MTR. This is because I worry that I will be publicly shamed unexpectedly. Therefore,
I prefer feeling uncomfortable to being shamed.”

And Mr. A expressed similar concerns:

“Say, if someone steps on my foot on the bus, and if I blame him in the way I
blame others online, I believe that I will probably be uploaded [and shamed] online.
To a certain extent, online shaming makes people more aware in public, and more
careful of how they behave and what they say.”

6.5 Online Interaction in General

6.5.1 Everyday Online Encounter versus Provocative Online Encounter
Whereas some interviewees act “conservatively” online as if they were in their
physical presence of actual people, other interviewees appear to act more “aggressively”
than they normally do in the face-to-face context. For the ease of elaboration, I use the
adjectives “conservative” and “aggressive” to represent the distinction between
interviewees’ contrasting interaction practices53.

Such a difference may possibly be caused by differences of personality, but this is
obviously not the subject matter of this study. What is important here is that such a

53

For more discussion on this distinction, see Section 6.5.2
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difference can be attributed to the fact that the interviewees were talking about
different situations when they shared their experiences. In terms of this, two types of
online encounters can be distinguished, namely 1) Everyday Online Encounters, and
2) Provocative Online Encounters. The first refers to daily online communication –
posts that are essentially uncontroversial, ranging from commenting in a hobby group
to instantly messaging with a friend.

By contrast, a provocative online encounter is the unusual encounter typical of
controversies that will easily trigger netizens’ negative emotions (i.e. anger). Indeed, I
discovered that the examples given by the “aggressive” interviewees actually referred
to this type of encounter. For example, Mr. A expressed that he will act aggressively if
he meets unskillful players in online games. Similarly, Ms. F told me that she will use
a rather aggressive manner to express her dissatisfaction if she comes across online
materials concerning people who refuse to yield seats to the needy. As a matter of fact,
online shaming also occurs in provocative online encounters.

6.5.2 The Two Interaction Orientations: Face Encoding & Face Withdrawal
Based on the above clarification, in general, there are two types of interactants in a
provocative online encounter: 1) face-seekers54), and 2) goal-seekers. While the former
refers to the people-oriented interactants who act conservatively as if their behaviors
were constrained by certain face-to-face norms, the latter refers to the action-oriented
interactants who prioritize the free expression of their thoughts over face-to-face

54

I borrow this term from Collins’ “Interaction Ritual Chain”; it is adopted to describe the type of

interactants in Goffman’s interaction rituals
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norms. The boundary between the two types of online interactants is whether they take
on the “online face” – what I call the imagined face.

a) Face-Seekers: The Person-Oriented Interactants

Face Encoding: Embedded Face-to-Face Values
Face seekers have a tendency to maintain their image and potential relationship with
other existing and potential interactants. In order to do so, they normally go through
the process of what I call “face encoding” – the action of confining the online “lines”
to respectable “qualities” acquired face-to-face. In other words, face encoding converts
offline values to an online form; these values range from rituals, through norms, to
culture and so on.

A number of interviewees emphasized that they tend to make their offline and online
behaviors consistent. In a Goffmanian tradition (i.e. demeanor and deference), they
attempt to show respect to others and avoid offending them. For example, Ms. J
explained that she tends to be a polite person, whether in the online world or the faceto-face context. According to her,

“It doesn’t make sense to me to be impolite in text [online communication],
while polite in the face-to-face context. They need to be consistent and this is a kind
of respect.”

Similarly, for Mr. G:
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“I worry that I will offend someone. Since I am communicating with outsiders
who don’t know me at all, I am afraid of causing trouble. Therefore I will act in a
polite way [online].”

The concern about the consistency between online and offline interaction can be fully
explained by the concept of imagined face, which is introduced in the following section.
But what is important here is that most of the interviewees commonly prevent others
from misunderstanding them, which in turn causes them to use different “online
supplements” to convey their messages. Some of the means adopted include 1)
carefully selecting words and phrases and checking if they are “appropriate” and
“clear”, 2) using multimedia aids such as emojis, and 3) active inaction. Some
examples follow.

First, Mr. H does a large amount of “word checking” before sending others a message:

“I’ll pay more attention to the wordings that I used in my comments, I’ll consider
the words [like whether they are appropriate] before I make a comment… On the
internet, I can check to see whether the things I typed will [negatively] affect others,
or whether they can fully express what I intend to express…”

Secondly, Mr. I makes use of the multimedia aids (i.e. emojis) to express what he
intends to convey. According to him:

“I will be more careful when I leave comments. What you type is liable to cause
misunderstanding because it is only a text. Therefore, … I will use a wide variety of
emojis such as the emoji of ‘folded hands’ [to show respect]. This is done to prevent
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others from misunderstanding me as impolite or from misunderstanding my original
message. Texts can only convey very limited messages, which are very different from
face-to-face communication…… You can see others’ expressions or hear their tones
[in face-to-face communication], and so people can hardly misunderstand you.”

Third, in order to prevent others from knowing her stance, Ms. F told me that she tries
not to participate in provocative online encounters. In the conceptual framework of
this thesis, hers is a form of active inaction. According to her:

“I don't really want myself to appear in social media. I usually try not to comment
on those sensitive topics, since I don't want others know my personal opinions... If I
leave a comment there, then it can be seen by all people around the world.”

Imagined Face
Just as interaction ritual centers on face, so face encoding centers on imagined face –
the invisibly-constructed face. In essence, the imagined face is a self-examining
mechanism in which one’s online lines are made to fit the interactant’s standards of
propriety; and it is this standard by which he hopes others to perceive him. In this way,
face-seekers regulate their behaviors – even though no one can physically identify
them.

As its terminology implies, the imagined face reworks Goffman’s concept of face. It
is the image of an interactant that presents to others his positive social attributes.
However, it markedly differs from the Goffmanian face inasmuch as the rise and fall
of the imagined face will not have any appreciable, actual social impact on the face
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owner, so long as he remains anonymous.

It bears recalling that, for Goffman and other scholars, a person’s face is closely
connected to his personal identity. And this is because of the bodily co-presence of
interactants. That is to say, because all interactants are aware of each other in the same
space of encounter, their face is embedded in what they do. However, this does not
apply to the imagined face. Undoubtedly, netizens can still reveal their personal
information if they wish (i.e. authentic accounts in social media). Yet, mostly, online
identities are anonymous; the audience does not even care who the online commentator
“really” is. For example, Ms. D stressed that she only focuses on what netizens do
rather than on who they might be; the actual identities of the online commenters are
unimportant to her. As she said,

“[I] normally just scroll through the comments… I won’t intentionally look at
whether this is said by person A or person B. I won’t pay attention to their names
[the names of the online commenters], I only put my focus on the comments…”

Furthermore, I have found one extreme example that best illustrates the concept of the
imagined face. In one case, Ms. D told me that her online identity, notably her
Facebook account, was set to “very private”:

1. Only her Facebook friends know who she is.
2. Her Facebook friends are kept under twenty people – an exceptionally small
number.
3. Other “Facebook strangers” can neither identify her from her Facebook name
nor her profile pictures.
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4. Her Facebook information can be seen by no one but her Facebook friends.

However, when she is going to comment on posts written by her Facebook friends, she
still worries that other online strangers (i.e. the friends of her Facebook friends that
she does not know) who see her comments may misunderstand the type of person she
is. She is still concerned about others’ perception of her, even though it is certain that
her authentic identity will not be revealed in any circumstance. In this regard, she either
writes her comments in a more “neutral” way, or chooses the strategy of active inaction.

In fact, all the concerns mentioned above reflect Ms. D’s preoccupation with her
imagined face: even if she is “completely” anonymous online, she still intends to
present to other strangers her admirable attributes (i.e. courtesy, respect, or simply
kindness) – qualities that others may appreciate in face-to-face context. And the bottom
line is that she hesitates over her image being misunderstood in such a mediated
interaction context.

For example, as she expressed it:

"For example, [sometimes when I see] my Facebook friends write something on
their 'wall', I will think of teasing them. But since I understand that my comments
can be seen by their friends [whom I don't know], I often worry that my ‘jokes’ will
be misunderstood [by those strangers] as offensive. It is quite risky because given
that some of my comments can be publicly seen, they [the strangers] may judge what
kind of person I am by looking at my comments there."

To some extent, my concept of the imagined face is also similar to Cooley’s concept
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of the looking-glass self. Both concepts emphasize how a person imagines being seen;
both note how such imagining affects behavior. However, Cooley’s concept is deeply
rooted in the face-to-face context – the process of developing one’s social self by
constantly imagining how people surrounding him (e.g. significant others) may
perceive him. By contrast, the imagined face is nothing more than a person’s
presumption that the strange online audience will judge him by his online lines – even
if these lines do not reflect anything real about him, including his identity. In this regard,
the imagined face is purely imaginary, to the point that it does not even require any
forthcoming face-to-face interaction to affirm the constructed self.

b) Goal-Seekers: The Action-Oriented Interactants

Face Withdrawal: Free of Face-to-Face Constraints
While face encoding is a performance that aims to maintain consistency between the
Goffmanian face and the imagined face, face withdrawal occurs when people exploit
the duality of the online and offline worlds. More specifically, face withdrawal is the
action performed by goal-seekers to remove face-to-face constraints of norms,
projected images, inter-personal relationships and the like, by employing the
anonymity (which is discussed in the next sub-section) permitted by the online world.

In face encoding, the offline world appears to be related and influential to the online
world in some ways. However, in face withdrawal, goal-seekers consider the online
world as an entirely separate and distinct entity; they find face-to-face values
unessential and inapplicable to their online behaviors. Some interviewees suggested
that they extricate themselves from their face-to-face concerns and act in the way they
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desire in the online world. For example, Mr. A stated:

“[Netizens / I] can make more cutting remarks on the Internet, because there
is no constraint comparable to that we have in reality. For example, I play mobile
games very often [those need online co-operation], and if I meet someone who is really
unskilled, I can definitely say something mean to him. But in reality [face-to-face
context], you have constraints such as courtesy and ritual, and these prevent you
from being so ‘mean’.”

Ms. F shared a similar attitude:

"I will be politer [in face-to-face contexts] since I think we need to stay in line
normally – don't be too rude to others in case of meeting them in the future [an old
Chinese saying]. I will definitely be politer if I am in a face-to-face context, I won't
say things in that direct way [that may offend someone], or criticize someone [that
openly] ... By contrast, in an online platform, I can use some harsh words to blame
them. And I won't be as polite [as I am in the face-to-face context] ...”

Of course, this does not necessarily mean that goal-seekers will behave in an offensive
way. It can simply mean that they behave differently from the way they normally
behave in some particular respect. For example, one interviewee suggested that the
online world offers them the opportunity to argue with strangers online, which is not
possible in the face-to-face context. That is to say, although the person he meets is an
online stranger, he is willing and eager to argue with that person. And this is because
he does not need to concern himself with his online image at all. According to Mr. B:
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“If I see someone supporting an athlete whom I don’t like [online], I can keep
focusing on his points [comments] and argue with him. But if you're in the face-toface context, it makes no sense to keep arguing with a stranger...”

The Sense of Anonymity / Strangeness: Internet Freedom
Face-seekers are constricted by the imagined face, but goal-seekers are freed by the
sense of anonymity (or strangeness). Such a sense makes online interactants
understand that they are unknown to each other. And because of the sense of anonymity,
it is unlikely that they would “imagine” their “online face” – face withdrawal. As
previously indicated, what goal-seekers value is their ability to employ the freedom
guaranteed by internet anonymity to express their thoughts in a provocative encounter.

In the face-to-face context, interviewees foresee a potential “risk” if they offend
someone: their actions may lead to certain unintended consequences (i.e. threats to
future re-encounters, legal responsibility, or personal safety, etc.). To put it another
way, face-to-face threats are actually a practical concern; people naturally wish to
avoid being harmed. However, as for the online world, some interviewees argued that
they do not need to bear any responsibility for what they do; people are not in touch
with each other physically. And more importantly, the words “no responsibility”, as
they used them, connote a deep sense of anonymity that is exclusive to the “online
social hub”. According to Mr. A:

"[There is an old Chinese saying:] Don't be too rude to others in case you meet
them in the future. It is possible for you to meet someone later in the face-to-face
context. But others never know who you are, and they can't see you at all in the
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online world. Then you will care less, and there is no responsibility at all… The
anonymity of the Internet offers people a kind of freedom, which [I think] people
like to enjoy, and exploit."

Similarly, Ms. C stated:

“Internet is a different case. Many netizens including me will think that we
don’t need to shoulder any responsibility and we can say anything we like, even
using foul language…”

6.5.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, I discussed the modes and motivations of participation in online
shaming events, as well as the two general types of online interactants. In fact, these
two types of online interactants correspond to specific modes of participation.

The first type of interactants are face-seekers; their actions revolve around the
imagined face. Their ways of action are regulated by different face-saving constraints
acquired in the offline world such as demeanor and deference – what I call face
encoding. It is unlikely that face-seekers will deliberately engage in online shaming
events, performing neither the roles of shamers nor affirmers. On the one hand,
shaming symbolizes a form of aggression, which deviates from their adhered face-toface qualities. On the other hand, by performing the role of affirmers, their imagined
face may be threatened by the attack of their opponents (i.e. shamers).

Under normal circumstances, face-seekers adopt the strategy of active inaction in
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online shaming. However, just because they do not act, or actively disengage, does not
necessarily mean that the participants are not interacting at all. In fact, they appear to
be more interactive than other types of participants. And this is because active inaction
always involves a wide variety of imagined interactive processes: imagining what they
need to do to save face, imagining others’ perception of them, imagining others’
potential responses and so on. In general, they avoid appearing in provocative online
encounters.

The second type of online interactants, namely goal-seekers, are people who enjoy the
internet freedom to express their opinions about a provocative event. And they do not
regard the face-to-face values as important elements of online interaction, for the
online world is only an anonymous entity in which people normally do not even bother
to get to know who the other really is. More specifically, goal-seekers act for the sake
of attaining certain aims. For example, deliberate shamers and deliberate affirmers
actively participate in online shaming events mainly due to the three categories of
motivation mentioned in Section 6.3. Unintentional shamers should also be
categorized as a type of goal-seeker, for they also aim to express their personal views
– a manifestation of internet freedom. A face-seeker always calculates before acting;
free expression therefore is not a proper choice for his presentation of online face.

Perhaps there is still another type of interactant that has not been discussed so far –
people who prefer apathetic disengagement to provocative online encounters. This
group of people treats the online world only as a means of receiving information (i.e.
news) without any “output”; the relationship between them and the shaming events is
unidirectional as well. Strictly speaking, this group of people is not online interactants;
they are only viewers.
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All in all, the choices of participation mode of face-seekers and goal-seekers are not
rigidly fixed at all. Both of them are subject to the rise and fall of “the sense of
companions” - an episodic force driving netizens to participate in a provocative event.
The stronger the sense of companions, the more likely they are to participate, and vice
versa. For example, if a goal-seeker predicts that there is only a very weak sense of
companions in shaming a person, he will hesitate to do so – active inaction. Even
though he is eager to express his views, he is reluctant to become a member of a
minority at the risk of being another shaming target. In the meantime, hypothetically,
if a face-seeker realizes that he has a lot of companions in supporting a defender, it is
possible for him to join the defending party (probably in a norm-following way). And
this is because majority support helps protect their presentation of face. Therefore, as
I argue, online interaction in provocative online encounters (online shaming in
particular) is actually a mechanism for raising the sense of companions; all actions are
performed to gain support, no matter whether they eventually succeed or not. At least
according to my findings, it is very unlikely that people would act to provoke
opposition – just as the Goffmanian interactants refrain from losing face.
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7.1 Conclusion

Throughout this thesis, I have set out to demonstrate the ways in which online shaming
is manifested, and the interaction patterns in provocative shaming encounters. With
these objectives in mind, I developed a number of typologies that reveal 1) the patterns
of online shaming, 2) the roles and modes of shaming participation, 3) the motivations
for shaming participation, and 4) the types of online interactants. Based on these
distinctions, we see that online shaming is actually a diverse phenomenon that
encompasses a multiplicity of processes, performances, and participants.

As demonstrated in Chapter 5, different shaming triggers (conflicts) may lead to
different patterns of online shaming – behavioral labeling, publification, and
unmasking. These are “ideal types” that can be applied and generalized to other
shaming cases.
deviant.

First, to behaviorally label someone is to state that his conduct is

Second, to publificate someone is to make him infamous (or famous).

Finally, to unmask someone is to reveal his “dark secrets”. The greater the trigger
(movement of social time), the more intense the online shaming event is. More
importantly, the three shaming patterns are not mutually exclusive; an online shaming
event may embody multiple patterns. Taken together, I sought to show that online
shaming is a dynamic and situational practice that can be manifested in a variety of
ways when focusing on different “deviants”.

In the first quarter of Chapter 6, I examined netizens’ interaction choices made in
provocative encounters (i.e. shaming events). I argued that the ways people participate
in online shaming events is not as simple as the dichotomy between engagement and
disengagement. Rather, the study identified four modes of participation: deliberate
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engagement, unintentional shaming, active inaction, and apathetic disengagement. A
person may either deliberately or inadvertently take part in a shaming event; he may
also intentionally avoid appearing in or ignore that shaming event. By differentiating
these options, I suggested that netizens’ shaming participation is fluid; hence, a
deliberate shamer in one situation can be a disengaged defender in the next.

Yet, what makes people act and interact in online shaming? The findings presented in
the remainder of Chapter 6 offered an “interactionist” answer to this question. First of
all, and most straightforwardly, shaming participants make moral judgments, release
negative emotions (i.e. dissatisfaction and anger), or force a change for the better.
However, different people may have different motivations; it is impossible to capture
all the possible types of motivations as well. Thus, I returned to examine and revisit
the crucial elements of Goffman’s and Collins’s concept of interaction rituals.
Basically, interactants in shaming encounters can either be people-oriented (faceseeking) or action-oriented (goal-seeking). Face-seekers concern themselves with their
imagined face – they reflexively examine whether their online behaviors measure up
to their own standard of the proper and respectable even if no one is aware of them
online. In contrast, goal-seekers prioritize the internet freedom of expression; they
employ and even exploit the state of anonymity, acting differently from their offline
behaviors. Generally speaking, while the former tends to disengage from shaming
events, the latter tends to actively engage in those events.

Above all, I argued that the key to all roles and modes of participation is whether a
person feels a sense of companions – i.e. whether that person believes that others will
do likewise. A strong sense of companions encourages a netizen to act in a provocative
way. A weak sense of companions discourages such provocation. Thus, a conflict turns
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into a “successful” online shaming event only when shamers are surrounded by a
“tremendous” sense of companions – a large group of existing and potential shamers.

This study examines the dynamics of online shaming in Hong Kong. It shows that
online shaming is a collective and interactive practice entailing co-operation among
the shaming or defending parties, the interplay of online interaction behaviors (i.e. to
engage or disengage, to act conservatively or aggressively, etc.), and the accumulation
of shaming efforts (online actions such as liking, commenting, doxing and the like).
And so online shaming should not be envisaged as a simple and spontaneous form of
condemnation or humiliation. Online shaming is to some degree calculative, entailing
several conditions and dimensions. Most onlookers are not aware of that fact.

7.2 Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research

One issue I did not address is the variable frequency of online shaming in Hong Kong.
I offered typologies showing how online shaming is performed in Hong Kong, but the
thesis was not specifically designed to measure the occurrence of these different
“types”. We might ask, for example (in terms of the four modes of shaming
participation described previously): is active inaction more frequently adopted than
deliberate defense by Hong Kong netizens? Questions like this can doubtless be
answered by a large set of online survey data. Future research might therefore be
undertaken to test my concepts and typologies to construct a more thorough picture of
online shaming in Hong Kong.
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Another limitation is that the findings did not locate any relationship between
interviewees’ interactional behaviors and their demographic information (i.e. gender
and age). This is probably due to the small sample size of the investigation (N=24).
However, my major objective is to understand how strangers act and interact online. A
cross-sectional study with a focus on the relationship between interviewees’
demographic characteristics and their ways of interaction is suggested. Is there a
correlation between age and the participation modes? Do young people tend to be
deliberate participants? These are two questions that still have to be answered.

It is also possible that the research findings may not be applicable to all parts of the
world; after all, the study was limited to Hong Kong. Yet as discussed in Chapter 1,
online shaming is currently a worldwide phenomenon, and numerous international
shaming cases have been witnessed during the past decade. It would be interesting to
launch comparative studies (regional as well as nation) to assess the distinctiveness or
the typicality of shaming cases in Hong Kong.

7.3 Original Contributions

Rigorous research on online shaming is lacking in Hong Kong. My research expands
our knowledge on this topic. At the very least, by extensively documenting the two
selected cases, namely the Lam Wai Sze Incident and the Stanley Cheung Incident, the
research offers a chronological description of the formats and procedures of these
shaming cases. Similarly, the first-hand interview data provides a detailed examination
of Hong Kong people’s experiences and opinions about online shaming.
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The research deepens the sociological understanding of online shaming and stranger
interaction in other ways as well. First, it sheds new light on the problem of online
shaming by adopting an interactionist perspective. For example, it revisits and reworks
the key concepts of interaction rituals from Goffman and Collins, and on that basis
theorizes a mechanism of online shaming (i.e. the sense of companions and the
imagined face). Second, my work is one of the first investigations to differentiate the
different types of online shaming and its participants. The typologies I developed are
generalizable to other shaming cases. However, one should bear in mind that online
shaming events are episodic. Just as every conflict is different, so no shaming event is
identical. Showing that one event follows a specific pattern (i.e. publification) does
not mean that every similar event follows the same pattern. Rather, as previously
mentioned, these typologies function as models to guide sociological investigations of
shaming practices in Hong Kong and elsewhere. Every shaming case should be
separately tested to see how far it conforms to, or departs from, these “types”.

Finally, online shaming has attracted considerable public attention in Hong Kong in
recent years, and has created prolonged controversies. Onlookers tend to consider
online shaming simplistically as a form of online humiliation or cyberbullying. By
“deconstructing” such a practice, this study indicates its multifaceted nature. Simply
speaking, online shaming is a product of a wide range of motivations and online
actions. It consists of “defense” as well as “attack.” In sum, the results of this research
should advance our knowledge about what online shaming is in its myriad complexity.
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APPENDIX I:
MAP OF KEY CONCEPTS
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APPENDIX II:
INTERVIEW GUIDE
A. General Understanding and Experiences
1. Do you know what online shaming (or internet judging) is and what it involves?
你知道甚麼是網絡公審(或網絡判官)嗎？它指的是甚麼？
2. Have you actually seen someone shamed online? Also, have you ever browsed
online posts that attempt to shame a particular individual? If yes, please describe what
you felt as you watched this.
你有見過網絡公審嗎？你又有瀏覽過有關網絡公審的討論帖子嗎？ 如有，能否
分享一下你的經歷？
[If yes] 2.1 Have you ever participated in activities that are related to an online
shaming event (including commentary, reposting or giving “likes”)? Why?
你有實際參與過有關網絡公審的活動嗎 (包括評論、轉載或「點讚」)？為
甚麼？
[If no] 2.2 Do any examples come to your mind of online shaming? What are your
impressions about them? Would you be interested in participating in these events
(either by commentary, reposting, giving “likes” or as an audience following the
events)?
你可以想到任何關於網絡公審的例子嗎? 你對這些事情有甚麼感受? 你是
否有興趣參與其中（不論評論、轉載、
「點讚」或是作為觀眾去留意有關事
情）？
3. Do you interact with people differently online than the way you interact with them
when they are in your actual presence – face to face?
你在網絡上與他人交流的方式與現實中（面對面地）有分別嗎？為甚麼？
3.1 What will you consider during online interactions? For example, will you
consider things such as courtesy and etiquette?
在網絡上與人交流時，你會有哪些注意的地方？例如，你會顧及禮貌和禮
儀等事情嗎？
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B. Scenarios and Perceptions
4. Please look at the picture below. If you saw this picture posted in online socialnetworking websites (i.e. Facebook, forums, etc.), what would be your response?
如果你在社交平台看到以下圖片, 你會怎樣反應?

5. Please look at the pictures and video below. Can you describe what you observe in
these materials?
請看以下圖片和影片，你能描述一下有關內容嗎？
5.1 Why do you think the netizens reacted in this way?
為甚麼網民會有這樣的回應?
5.2 Do you think netizens are justified in criticizing a particular individual in
whatever way they like if that individual is regarded as impolite, inconsiderate or
otherwise disruptive of social norms? Please explain your answer.
你認為網民是否有理由對「被認作是無禮、不理他人感受、甚至是破越社會
規範的人」作出任何批評？請作解釋。
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Scenario I
https://youtu.be/LssCC49skHI
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Scenario II
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Scenario III
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luT_p3VTKoc
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Scenario IV
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6. Again, please look at the pictures below. What do you think is common in these
images? What do you think is different about them?
請再看以下圖片。下圖所反映的事件之間有何相同? 有何不同?
6.1 How are the events below similar to the online shaming events we mentioned?
How are they different?
再進一步看，下圖與上述的網絡公審事例之間有何相同? 有何不同?

C. Attitudes and Opinions
7. Apart from the “online” element of shaming, can you think of any shaming-like
behaviors in the actual society?
撇除網絡的元素不說，你認為現實生活中有類似公審的行為嗎？
7.1 If your answer is yes, what are these shaming behaviors? How are they similar
with and different from online shaming?
如有，試談談有關例子，它們有何異同？
7.2 If your answer is no, why does shaming seem to happen less frequently in
actual society?
如沒有，你認為是甚麼原因導致公審較少在現實世界出現？
8. What are the differences and similarities between online interaction and actual
interaction?
就你看來，你認為網上互動與現實互動有何異同？為甚麼？
9. Are there any constraints on netizens’ online interactions and behaviors (such as the
constraints imposed by social norms)?
就你看來，網民的網上互動方式與行為受到哪些因素限制(如社會規範的制約)？
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9.1 Based on your understanding, can you figure out the common features of the
online shaming practice?
就你所知，網絡公審事件一般有甚麼特徵？
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GLOSSARY

Term

Description

Page

Active Inaction A mode of participation in which netizens deliberately 97
avoid appearing / engaging in online shaming events.

Apathetic

A mode of participation in which netizens are indifferent 98

Disengagement to online shaming events.

Behavioral

The process of putting a fictive name (connoting a 73

Labeling

“misbehavior”) on a shamed individual.

Defending

People who support the “deviant” i.e. the shamed person, 58-

Party

(affirmers) or the “deviants” themselves (defenders).

(Affirmers

59

/

Defenders)

Deliberate

A mode of participation in which netizens purposively 93

Engagement

shame or defend a “deviant” in online shaming events.

Face Seekers

Online interactants whose online actions are constrained 118
by face-to-face norms.

Goal Seekers

Online interactants who prioritize internet freedom and 124
anonymity over face-to-face norms.
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Imagined Face

Self-examination of whether one’s online actions fit a 121
person’s standards of propriety even if no one is aware of
him or her online.

Publification

The process of making a “deviant” infamous by exposing 74
and publicizing his or her authentic information.

Sense

of A driving force that tells people of the existence of “similar 107

Companions

others” and motivates them to act in a certain way online.

Shaming Party People who shame a deviant or who support the shaming 58(Shamers

/ event.

59

Endorsers)

Shaming

All the online actions performed during an online shaming 82

Efforts

event.

Unmasking

The process of revealing the hidden scandals, real or 76
alleged, of a “deviant”.

Unintentional

A mode of participation in which netizens’ “purposeful 95

Shaming

actions” inadvertently shame a “deviant”.
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